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TBE RED FLAME STILL COMING
It will conti ue once each month to attempt to shed some light upon the dark, cloudy and muddled condition in which North
Dakota finds itself politically and economically.
There will be no change in the price for single copies, which will be 30 cents at hundreds of newstands over the country.
Six-months subscriptions may be obtained by remitting $1.50 by money order, draft or certified check to THE RED
FLAME, BISMARCK, N. D.
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ore to a single addre s or to any number of individual addresses may be obtained from THE

If your newsdealer doe not carry THE RED FLAME, please let us have his name, and we will enable him to serve you,
i e he wishes to.

In the next few months THE RED FLAME plans to go very thoroughly into the origin and development of the National
Nonpartisan league. It will expose, with facts to support its contentions, the close relationship apparent between the National
Nonpartisan league and the Communist movement in America and the Bolshevist movement in Russia and Germany.
THE RED FLAME has available a great mass of authentic data on Russian Bolshevism and American Communism, its
twin sister, which has not hitherto been generally circulated.
THE RED FLAME can promise its readers some very interesting disclosures during the next six months, and it would
respectfully urge that you protect yourself by assimilating the startling facts of the situation which confronts America and
the world today.

Cbt ~td ~/amt
'Publish«/ fry tht Red Flame Publishing Company
8i&marck, N. D.
Copyrfshted

Volume 1

APRIL, 1920

Number 6

THE RED FLAME, with this number, celebrates its sixth
month of existence. Our friend, the enemy, gave us one month
to live when our initial issue appeared last November. We are
glad to have disappointed some and to have pleased some others
by carrying on through the critical first half-year.
THE RED FLAME believes that during its brief c3reer it
.&s done some good. It has, at least, opened the eyes of a large

THE RED FLAME does not believe that America will ever
go to the demnition bow-wows at the behest of a few hundred
thousand radicals, but it is very positive that every day which
i.") permitted to pass without an effort to counteract the propaganda of these revolutionists is strengthening their position,
and cannot but add to the terribleness of the struggle between
constitutional government and anarchy which is certain to come
if we persist in regarding with complacency the inroads of the
enemy within .

number of people to the socialistic, communist trend of the
autocracy to which the farmers of North Dakota have entrusted
their fate. We have been accused of having gone too far, of
huing been too radical, of having over-stated the case. With
the facts which are in its possession THE RED FLAME knows
that every statement made and contention set forth has been
more than justified. If we have given offense to some of our
friends in an earnest and sincere effort to arouse them to the
gravity of the situation which is today not peculiar to North
Dakota, but common to all America, we have no apology to
make, and we are confident that the time is not far distant
when those who refuse to see things as they are will regret
their inability or their unwillingness to understand.

THE RED FLAME has had its difficulties. It is one of the
few publications of general circulation in America today which
has no advertising revenues to rely upon. It must depend wholly
upon its income from circrulation. Few publications have ever
succeeded in this attempt. That The Red Flame has up to this
rr,ornent proved an exception is due to the fact thl\t it has largely
been a labor of love, the men and women who have contributed
to it expecting nothing and receiving nothing for their etforts.
No one associated with The Red Flame has received even ordinary wages for the work which has been done.
THE RED FLAME was launched six months agq without
capital and with no powerful organization to back it. This is
in marked contrast to the Nonpartisan league organs, such as

fHE RED FLAME SIX MONTHS OLD
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th National Leader and the variou tate leaders, who e ubscription charge ar guar nteed by the National onparti an
1 ague, which, cxtr cts from each member hip fee paid a um
ufficient to pla e the payee upon the paid-up circulation Ii ts
of the several league publication . The Red Flame, alone and
almost unaided, has endeavored to combat one of the mo t
powerful machines e er developed in the northwest, and such
success as it has enjoyed has been wholly due to some merit
which tens of thousands of voluntary readers have each month
found in The Red Flame, and which has induced them, without
persuasion or compulsion, to part with the price of a copy.
THE RED FLAME has only begun its work; there is much
to be done; the en my has years the start of us; it has revenues

that The Red Flame is anti-radical does not mean that it i
p10-reactionary. The rev rse is true. The Red Flame realize
that Am rica cannot stand still; The Red Flame is convinced
tbat only a sane but aggres ive progre. ive policy in which
t ted and proven reforms are adopted and given practical application can counteract in this country the fever of insanity and
anarchy which i sweeping one European nation after another
from its foundations and is leaving in its wake chaos, despair,
death and misery.
"Forward March" is the legend which The Red Flame would
inscribe upon its banners, but it must be forward in orderly,
effective array, not as a disorganized, undisciplined, leaderless
rabble.

TEARING HIM AWAY
of millions to our thou ands. Th Red Flame has made mi ttikes-any institution or an individual which ever has tried to
do real things has made mistakes. But the good that we have
done, we are confident, far mo:::. e than counterbalances any
small evil, which may have been justified by the en~ in view,
ttnd The Red Flame asks at this tu!"Iling point in its first year
the continued support and confidence of its friends. The Red
Flame would like to hear from you personally; it would like to
know what you think is good and what is bad. The Red Flame
must be guided largely by the criticism of its friends, always,
however, keeping in sir.-ht a fixed policy which must direct the
gt-neral course of the publication.
THE RED FLAME invites letters from its readers. It is
especially interested not only in letters which give us an insight
into what our readers think of The Red Flame, but in news
items concerning the development of socialism in various districts where The Red Flame is received. And, if you have any
suggestions of a constructive nature, send them along. The fact

A Brinton in congre s would about complete the picture
for Nor th Dakota.
Unfortunately, there is only one governorship in North
Dakota to be filed.
Commissioner John H. Worst in discussing immigration
to North Dakota wisely announces that he will eschew politics.
The least said about North Dakota politics is the best said.
When we can't defend a fact, 'tis wise to ignore it.

The Courier-J. 'ews continues to contend that the principles
and ideals of the I. W. W. typify those of the North Dakota
farmer-and some North Dakota farmers, (thank God, their
numbers are daily dwindling) continue to stand for it.

THE RED FLAME

Bank of North Dakota Monument
To Insincerity of Townley &
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Nothing Better Indicates How ociali ts in '2ontrol of State Affairs Pur•
pose to "do" the Farmers Good .. Gigantic Gouge Put ever in
the Name of the People at the Expense of the Taxpayers

The insincerit y of Townley and his political associates is

lowest rate of interest without the pay ent of commission to

nowhere better shown than in the creation of the Bank of North

a middleman-banks where societies or communities, upon their

Dakota.

P.rior t o the legislative session in 1919 Townley's

collective credit, can obtain for any worthy member of the

periodicals had systematically advocated the adoption by the

community, money at the lowest rate of interest.

State of North Dakota of a system of rural credits modeled

sort of bank which Mr. Townley tells you he has established

upon that of Europe,-banks in which the collective credit of a
community could be used.

The great need of the farmer, the

This is the

in North Dakota. This is not the kind of a bank, however, that
the Sixteenth Legislati e Assembly established.

It cannot

small tradesman, and the mechanic. is cheap, mobile money,
which will enable him to command the necessary capital for

furnish cheap money to the men who stand in need of it. Loans

conducting his business or securing a home at rates which are

can be made to private persons or corporations only upon unin-

within reason. Nearly all civilized nations have provided banks

cumbered real estate or upon warehouse certificates-which in

to meet these needs-banks wherp money can be secured at the

North Dakota mean grain storage checks. Any person with this
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security can obtain money at rea onable
rates anywhere and does
not need a bank establi hed by the state to meet his
needs.
Under the rules of the
bank no private deposits
are received and the only
money available for loaning is that of the state
and its political subdivisions. The bank pays 4
percent upon time certificates of deposit and 2 percent upon average daily
balances, which is consid-

FRED W. CATHRO
Director General
Bank of North Dakota

private banks and
would draw interest at
from 3 to 5 percent, with a probable average of 4 percent, and
would be available at 6 to 8 percent for the borrowing public.
It must co t the private bank more to do bu iness than it
does the state bank~ with its •gr ater risks and smaller volume
of business,-2 percent is a narrow margin and public funds
which pass through th state bank can only be loaned at 8 percent. The only effect the state bank has had, so far, upon
business conditions i the state, has been to add 2 percent to
the cost of money.
The bank does not add one dollar to the state's mobile assets and the public funds
deposited do not constitute a sufficient amount
of wo1king capital to relieve the situation at the
crop moving period; recently a large number of
business men and farmers
from the drought stricken 1· gion of the state met
at Dickinson and petitioned the bank for some systematic relief. Mr. Cathro, director of the bank,
in a public statement said
that the Bank of North
Dakota could do nothing.
Since the bank does not
relieve the financial stringency in time of drought

J. R. WATERS
Manager, Bank of xorth Dakota

nd movement of crops,
M
T
h
1
r.
own ey must ave
had some other end ·n view for its organization. An examination of the provisions of the law sheds some sidelights upon ·
his reasons.
The bank is governed by three men-the Governor, the
Attorney General, and the Commissioner of Agriculture and

Labor. The e m n hold office for two years and must be nominated at the primarie an<l lected at a general election-an
average of one elect· n a year with an occasional special election thrown in for good measure. The bank is foredoomed to
a political care r.

It is not governed by the usual system of banking laws
which have been developed since the establishment of modern
banks at the time of William and Mary, but by rules made by
this political governing body. We venture the assertion that
it is the only bank doing banking not ·governed by laws, but by
rules made by the governing body.
The bank is not required to keep a reserve. State banks
must keep a reserve on hand equal to 20 percent of their demand deposits and 10 percent of their time certificates; a national bank keeps 15 percent of its notes in reserve. This
bank, however, can loan all of its money and keep nothing to
pay its depositors.
The bank can loan all of its funds to one individual and
overdrafts are not forbidden; state banks may not loan more
than 15 percent of their capital stock to an individual and all
overdrafts are forbidden.
This bank may not be declared insolvent except by thl>
kgislature. All public treasurers must deposit public funds
in it under penalty of 90 days in jail and $100.00 fine. Yet,
while such deposits are being made, the bank may be insolvent
nnd refuse to honor the warrants of the political subdivisions
making the deposits. It may continue to transact business, including the receipt of deposits after insolvency. No penalty is
attached to the mishandling of its funds. If they are squandered or embezzled, the people can only gracefully kiss them
goodbye and submit to a tax to make good the deficit.
The bank is not subject to the supervision and control of
the public examiner and the banking board. The directors are
not required to examine and report to the governing body and
the legislature. There is no requirement that its statements
be published. The bank is not required to publish at any time
or in any manner a statement of its condition.
No penalty is attached to making false reports, statements,
or entries as is ordinarily provided by bank laws.
Upon depositing the public funds in this bank all public
treasurers and their bondsmen are released from liability. If
the money is squandered or embezzled, the amount can only
be made good by taxation. If bonded, bank officials secure
their bonds from the state bonding department and if there is a
deficiency, the state shifts money from one fund to another and
taxes the people for the deficit.
State banks must make good bad d bts and impairment of
capital, but the Bank of ~ rorth Dakota is required to do neither.
The most alarming pr ovision of this extra'ordinary act, is
that by a simple process of bookkeeping, "The Bank of North
Dakota may" transfer funds to other departments, institutions,
industries, cnterp1 ises or business projects of the state, which
ghall be returned with interest to the bank." This means that
the bank may transfer tho school endowment to the credit of
any state-owned enterprise from a glue factory to a 'humming
hird aviary; it confers upon the bank power to appropriate
public moneys to the use of any industry which has to do with
farm products or their by-products, so long as that industry
is state owned. The statute simply provides that the money
~hall be returned-no security is asked and if the money is lost
it. can only be 1·ecovered by taxation.
.
k
bl
It may be mquired, How can the ban 's expenses possi y
reach two percent of its deposits? This is the simplest thing
_ill the world. The political head draws $5,000.00 a year, while
the director draws $10,000. This is not all. The director is a man
(Jf huge appetite and the state pays some three or four thousand
in addition a year to cover his hotel bills at Bismarck and elsewhere, gasoline bills, automobile bills, etc. There are some

.,
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eighty-five employes of the bank who receive salaries from
$1,000.00 to $4,000.00 a year. Leave it to the bank to spend
all the money it can secure.
The insincerity of Townley and his chosen associates in
power in North Dakota is further illustrated by the contention
that the state owned industries had mad~ a substantial profit
for the first five months of their existence. Townley's periodicals published far and wide contained the assertion that the
Bank of North Dakota showed a profit for the first five months
uf its organization of $47,6222.76. The first thing wrong with
this statement is the fact that the bank's published statesment

carries an item of $2,440.30 as depreciation on equipment, which
should be deducted from this, leaving only $46,078.46.
In order to arrive at a profit the bank included among its
earnings an item of $46,719.64 as accrued interest on the bank's
bonds. These bonds were issued by the State of North Dakota
and the proceeds from their sale was to become the capital of
the bank. The bonds could not be sold to the public and were
turned over to the bank. The coupons were clipped by the bank
from these bonds of the Etate of North Dakota and credited
to the assets of the bank.
·The trafl.;action was upon a par with Jones making a note
payable to himself for $100,000.00 with interest at six percent,
laying it away in a safety deposit box and every six months
crediting himself with the accrued interest. The To"71lley newspapers claim tl\is $7,000.00 as profit to the people of the state.
This interest must be paid by the people themselves so it
amounts to taking that amount of mo~y out of one pocket and
putting it into the other. Without this item the bank showed
CL net loss for the first five months of its operation.
Above everything else the bank was to be a Land Bankwas to loan money to the farmers of the state upon their land.
They have had applications for nearly nine million dollars of
loans, and they have been able to loan only a small portion pf
that amount. The real estate bonds cannot be sold and the
bank dare not loan money upon farm lands out of the public

funds. They have resorted to all sorts of excuses for not making loans. 'Cathro, the director general, said that it took several months to get the bank properly organized for making
these loans, and then he said t t the snow and cold weather
prevented appraisement of land • And at all times he contended that tax-payer's suit, lnvolring the constitutionality
of the acts creating the industries, was to blame. About the
middle of February Waters took a hand in explaining the failure
of their land department. He said it was because Bill Langer,
Attorney General, did not examine the abstracts. Langer
promptly accepted the challenge and agreed to examine any
ahstract within twenty-four hours after its receipt and would

examine all of the abstracts of the bank loans within two weeks
if presented to him, so that everybody uld get their money.
Again the attempt of deception fa·
So the bank continues a close corpo tion. If it has ever
been examined the examination
not
made public. State
Auditor Kositzky attempted to
to its condition but
was thrown out before he had f
ork. He contested
his right of examil\ation .under
of the state in the
courts and of course failed to secure the pe lesion of Townley's
Rupreme Court. The bank was a private stitution, said the
court, yet when the public examiner e
· ed it for the Industrial Commission, who by t)M way, it the results of the examination wete ever reported to them, h
not published the
r-~port, and presented his fee
exami
on as of all other
prlvate banks, it was contend by Cathro nd Waters that it
was a public institution, a plrt of the so ·gn power of the
state. When passing upon the eonstitutf
lity of the industrial measures the court hel · to be a branch of the state government, an arm of the so rign power whjch functioned as the
State Treasurer's Dep
functions l,ut when Kositzky
wanted to examine it the
said it
a private banktrading company, and so It continues the secret, mysterious
organism wliich swallows all of the public funds · of the state,
which loans little, if any money, to the people of the atate, and
whose affairs and whose condi ns are shrouded in mystery.
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orth Dakota farmer

applicntiom, for loans were r ceived by the Bank of

vho e

orth

a-

kota ix month or more ago are still waiting for their money,
the Rev. Ray 1cKaig of Idaho, ha no uch complaint to make.
Ray McK~ig was head of the North Dakota Grange b fo1·e

Only a f w day ago mortga e were filed in Morton county
showing that Ray McKaig of Idaho ha borrowed :from th
Bank of orth Dakota 7,300. The mortgages were
cured
on two pieces of partly wild and hilly land which Ir. 1cKaig
owns in southern Morton county. Upon one tract of 400 acres,
The Bank of Torth Dakota loaned fr. 1cKaig $3,500. Upon
another of 313 acres, Mr. McKaig procured a loan of 3,800.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . he went over to Townley
and became state manag- •
IN 1919, WHEN UNDER. THE NEW NONPARTISAN
er for the league in Ida- 'l'AX SYSTEM TRANSFERRING MORE THAN SEVENTY
ho. Mr. McKaig left ... orth PERCENT OF THE TOTAL TA~ BURDE TO THE FARMS
Dakota in 1917, not to reLArTDS WERE ASSESSED AT THEIR ACTUAL VALUE.
turn, except for a short THE AfSESSORS APPRAISED THE FIRST NAMED TRACT
time he spent here when
he dropped in on Kate AT $5,600.
Richards O'Hare during
AND THE SECOrrD TRACT, UPON WHICH MR. McKAIG
her trial for sedition in PROCURED A LOAN OF $3,800 FROM THE BANK ()F
December, 1918, and a later visit when Mr. l\IcKaig NORTH DAKOTA, WAS ASSESSED AT ONLY $3,593.
was seeking affidavits to
In other words, Rev. McKaig sold this piece of land to the
prove that he did not frastate,
receiving payment of the people's money. for $207 more
ternalize with Mrs. O'Hare
during her trial (an ef- than the assessor swore it was worth.
fort which must have
Farmers who are in need of money for the payment of
proven fruitless, judging taxes or league dues or for Townley newspaper stock, or for
from Mr. McKaig's failTownley Consumers' Store certificates might do well to change
ure to collect $50,000 in
their residence from North Dakota to Timbuctoo, as a means of
L:=;;:;:;;;;;;;;;;;;===;;;;;,;;==::;;.;;.~.;.;;.;;;;==~ libel damages from formSE.curing speedier action upon their loans from the Bank of
er Governor Frank R.
T

Gooding).

North Dakota.

Director General Cathro Jwading "TJ1e Red },lame"
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Of course, th fact that Mr.
'J ownley make. a differ nee, t o.

IcKaig is an agent for .. fr.

Then there i Senator
J. I. ah ill of Leith, who
i head of 1r. Townley's
smelling committee and in
the league' employ as agitator and organizer. Mr.
Cahill's mortgage shows
that the Bank of
orth
Dakota loaned him $3,000
on his homestead quartersection, whose maximum
value in 1919, the assessor swore to be $3,863.
It might be possible for
farmers to get action by
applying for a place on
the smelling committee.
In the meantime, the
Bank of North Dakota
has the use of the $5 per
thousand application fee
SR, ·ATOR .T. I. ('.AIIILTJ
which each fa1mer was
compelled to put up ·when he aske<l for his loa'n, AND THE
BANK WILL KEEP THIS MONEY WHETHER THE FARMER GETS HIS LOAN OR NOT.
And if the farmer is fo tunate enough to finally secure
favorable action upon his application, he mu t pay the Bank

of
th

orth Dakota si. percent for hi own mon y which has cost
tate from two to four p rcent.
A k any bank r if he could not show a profit on a spread
of two to four percent on the mon'-'y he handle .

WHY A DY BARRETT CHANGED HIS MIND
There was no more devout follower of A. C. Townley in
all of Divide county than Andy Barrett.
Andy like a majority of his neighbors, believed in the
'·farmers' movement," and h actually thought that A. C. Townley was working in the interests of the farmer.
Things didn't go ve1y well on Andy's place last summer.
What lhe hoppers left the hail got, and in between hoppers
and hail, Andy got H--!
But, said Andy to himself, things might be worse, for we've
got a farmers' administration and a farmers' hail insurance
law.
In due time along came Andy's voucher for $705.60 hail
in 1 emnity.
Andy wasn't slow in discovering there's a difference betwe:m 3 vcucher and 1 eal money.
Unable to exchange his voucher for cash at home, Andy,
still confident that everything would come out all right, hopped
on a train and traveled down to Bismarck.
"Oh, absolu:ely not!" he was informed at the Bank of North
Dakota when he asked whether Mr. Cathro couldn't spare
enough out of the people'. thirty-one million dollars in the
bank to cash Andy's hail war ant.

_

_

-_-==--(

'.:::::::.

_)
/

I

Tile EmJ•loyees, J)irector Gt>nerul C'athro, Shoot it to the Other Ban1': Hulliday, and .Iannger Waters,
Leaving the Bank at 5 O'clock P. ~I.

THE RED FLAME
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"It really isn't done, you know," said the dapper young
gentleman who had come from the CITIES just a week or so
before and landed immediately because the lens of his bonerimmed spectacles were extra big, and artistic tie-ends espe·
cially flowing.
Andy cooled his heels around in the corridors while the
army of young men and women stopped chewing gum long
enough to criticise the cut of his clothes and the way he wore
his hair and the vintage of his hat.
Then Andy got his dander up and he hustled around to
State Auditor Kositzky's office at the capitol.

--=

-

teachers in districts whose appropriations were exhausted. Today, deprived of this public mon y, the local banks can't do it,
and the Bank of North Dakota, which has all of the public
money, will not do it.
SO THERE YOU ARE.
Who was it said, "The public b damned?"
Mr. Cathro is advertising in eastern magazines for more
money. The Lord knows what he he expects to do with it.
Surely he can't .eat all of it, even at Alex McKenzie's and Ed
Patterson's extravagant hostelry! And it seems a foregone
conclusion that he doesn't need it to make loans to farmers,

~

"I'm hard up, and I need the money," said Andy.
"We'll get it 'for you," said Kositzky, and he did, but Andy
had to discount his warrant at two percent, because the private
bank which accommodated him isn't given any of the taxpayers'
cheap money to look after hard-up farmers with.
"I'm through with Townley and his bunch," said Andy as
he boarded the train for back home.
"I've stuck
'em through thick and thin; I've believed
everything said for 'em was true and everything said against
'em was a lie.
ow I ~now for myself, and I'm through."
There's lots of other farmers in Andy's position. The Bank
of North Dakota's money is worth too much to think of using
it to discount hail warrants with.
"The hicks can wait," say the bright young men from the
city. "The day they come is always our busy day."
It is also a busy day for the Bank of North Dakota when
schoolma'ams endeavor to discount their warrants. When commercial banks were handling the public funds and paying the
people good interest for it, they were always ready to "carry"

for he already has $31,000,000 available for this purpose, and
he has actually loaned less than $2,000,000 of it. And surely
Cahill and McKaig and other favored ones, including Mr. Cath·
ro's old friends in Bottineau county, can't expect to monopolize
all of the money in America! And Mr. Cathro isn't using it to
discount hail warrants or teachers' salary vouchers!
But he wants more money, and in his eastern ads he says:
"Four Percent Interest Paid on Deposits!"
That's to eastern moneyed men, of course-on average
daily balances in North Dakota the taxpayers get only half as
much from Mr. Cathro's bank.
"All deposits are guaranteed by the State of North Dakota
and are tax-free in the State of North Dakota," Mr. Cathro
tells the eastern capitalists.
Sure they are-and still our supreme court holds that the
public hasn't any business n'osing into the bookkeeping of the
Bank of North Dakota, which is a private and confidential institution.
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"The Bank of North Dakota wa er ated by a vote of the
peopl ," adds Mr. Cathro, , "A D IS SUPPORTED by the faith
and integrity of the whol tate and all of its citizens," and he
might have gone on to say, "And all they've got, or can get, or
ever expect to get."
Now, will the primer class please rise and answer the
question:
"WHY IS TlIE BANK OF NORTH DAKOTA?"
"*)('&-? -**!!?!?'*':'*??xxx? ** !! )(
Correct!
Sit down!

Incidentally we note from Mr. Cathro's atest report that
$1,480,000 is outstanding for collection.
Neat little sum, Fred.
Any pc,stdated checks in it?
Yes, you're right-it shouldn't be mentioned in polite company.
We beg your pardon.
For a man who eats and sleeps as well as Fred Cathro
does, he takes life most all-powerful serious.
We wonder how many farmers are enjoying $10,000 per
annum and $200 per month in addition for living expenses in
return for their league dues and consumer store notes and
Scandanavian-American bank divvy. And we wonder, too, how
many years Fred Cathro has be~n paying over hard cash in
support of the FARMERS' movement.

THEIR P RTY BAN ER
From Townley's Courier-News:
ow I will say something about the anti-red-flag bill that
the I. V. A. wants to initiate. I don't see that there is any need
to vote on such a bill. When we have a government of, for and
by the people, there won't be anyone to wave the red flag.
Though the farmers have nothing in common with the I.
W. W. element, they have no reason to spite that organization
by passing a law prohibiting them from displaying their party
emblem. I don't claim to be an authority on what the red flag
stands for, but my opinion of it is that it does not necessarily

tand for a bloody r volution, but to signalize that there is
danger ahead if the capitalist government keeps up its present
course of oppression.
From what I have gathered in my limited study of the
I. W. W., I don't think it means a bloody revolution, but the
direct opposite. The intellectual I. W. W., I am convinced, are
imbued with a humanitarian spirit, and believe in the beautiful
philosophy of non-resistance, and instead of resorting to violence, will fold up their mighty arms so the orkers of the world
stand still. , am of the conviction that they have the moral
right to use such methods to gain their ends.
We must quit discriminating against the laboring man.
We must recognize their rights. Vote no on the anti-red flag
bill.
ROY, KNUTSON,
Hatton, N. D.
Will someone please page "Yours for the revolution" Lesueur. Comrade Arthur appears to have been lost in the
shuffle.
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MURDERERS OF LEGION MEN CONVICTED;
DIRECT ACTION IN WASHINGTON REBUKED
An important victory for Americanism and law and order
has been won in the conviction at Montesano, Wash., of eight
Industrial Workers of the Wol'ld for the cowardly murder of
four American Legion men, slain by shots fired from ambush
011 the streets of Centralia, Wash., during the Armistice Day
phrade, November 11, 1919.

The American constitution has been upheld; advocates of
direct action have been rebuked, and the American people have
been given renewed confidence in the courts and American institt,tions generally.
The verdict of this Washington jury, not a panel of Big
Bu iness tools, but a group of farmers, laborers and business-

RAY BECKER

EUGENE BARNETTE

JAMES

cIN 'ERY

BRITT SMITII

JOHN LA.MB
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n.en such as make up the arp and woof of merican citizenry,
i • an indictment of th Indu trial orkers of the World and of
all as ociated organizations which advocate "direct action," or, to
put it more plainly, the ov rthrow by force of the establi h d
form of government.
North Dakota laboring men assembled in Bismar ck, the
se t of Mr. Townley's government in this tate, were told by Mr.
Townley's governor of irorth Dakota only last September that
the time might come when ballots would not suffice in the
1-uttle which the "'onpartisan league i waging upon he
established order in America. When men who have taken an
oath to uphold the constitution of their state and of the United
States will plant such seed in breasts already inflamed by grievances both real and imaginary, it is little to be wondered that
beings of the type of the Centralia, Wash., I. W. W. murderers
should have done ~hat they did. They merely placed in execu-
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work, as under the Stars and Stripe ; this tragedy should give
cause for solemn thought to oth r legi lators who, at Townley's
bidding, may have voted to give the Red flag equal prominence
in North Dakota with the R d, White and Blue.
The verdict returned was that seven of the ten men accussed
w re guilty of murder in the econd degree, the eighth was held
guilty but wa excused on the ground of insanity and the remaining two were acquitted.
The jury ce:rtainly believed eight of the men guilty, or it
would not have convicted them of second degree murder. If
there was a. conspiracy and the conviction of seven men indicates there was, the killing must have been a natural consequence of premeditated crime. In the light of this analysis
only a weak compromise could have resulted in the verdict
finally rendered.

Jury and Uniliff. ;
Trial
.F'rom left to right. Sitting-W. S. Jackson, bailiff.
Kneeling- Juror Aubry T. Fisher, realter; Edward Parr, logger, incapacitated by illness; William Ball, alternated juror
sworn for Parr's s nt; William Sellers, common laborer; W. E.Inmen, rancher.
Standing, firs l row- •rank Glenn, farmer; arl Iulden, rancher; U. R. Robinson, Jury foreman and carpenter; E. E.
Sweitzer, fann r; E. b. Torpen, retired funner; F. H . Mc lurray, common laborer; A. R. Johnson, alternated juror; P. V.
Johnson, common laborer; E. W. Shelley, bailiff.
Last row standing-E. llildecrest, bailiff; and William Johnson, fisherman.

tion the advice they had heard time and again from the soapbox orator and the demagogue.
America sought in the trial of the Centralia murderers
simple justice, not vengeance. The verdict was murder in the
second degree; the punishment, in view of the heiniousness of
the crime, will be comparatively light, but the moral effect will
not be lessened.
The Centralia murders should be an object lesson to men
iu public office who in garbled phrases excuse, if not openly
advocate revolution, violence and bloodshed; they should serve
to open the eyes of North Dakota legislators who insist that a
man can be as good an American under the Red flag, beneath
whose folds the cowardly Centralia assassins did their dastardly

The verdict placed the responsibility for the Centralia
Armistice Day tragedy, in which four soldiers were killed and
an equal number wounded, upon the heads of the convicted men.
That convictions would come was unavoidable. Most of the
convicted men admitted being armed and at the place of the
crime at its commission. Only one of them, however, admitted
firing but another said he would have shot had he not cut his
hand and been incapacitated.
Bert "Curley" Bland, one of the seven convicted, said he
fired into the crowd from Seminary Hill, 1184 feet from the
parade, in which the assassinated men were participating when
slain. He used a high power rifle, he said.
His brother, Commodore Bland, admitted he was in a front
room of a hotel opposite the I. W. W. hall, and shoved his rifle
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through the ~.'indow to shoot but cut his hand o badly In doing
that h could not fire. An empty shell, however, was found
in thi room, where John Kam also admitted to being nt the
time of the firing.
Eugene Barnette, another of the guilty men, claimed an
alibi. On the tand he testified he was in perfect sympathy
with the killing of the soldiers on that day. This statement, is
said to have brought his conviction for his alibi was fairly strong.
His attitude on the stand was that of perfect and complete sympathy with the gunmen, he admitted hearing the talk of resistance in the alleged raid, was present at several times when
resistance was discussed, claimed to have been in the hotel adjoining the I. W. W. hall but to have taken no part in the
shooting.
The three other convicted men, Britt Smith, James Mcinnery and Ray Becker, all admitted being armed, but denied
shooting. An empt~~ shell was found in Becker's gun. Mcinnery was one of the men accussed of the Everett I. W. W. murder several years ago.
The prisoners claimed to have acted in self defense, but
they fell far short of proving it! In fact the state proved to
every fair minded man, proved to the jury, as the verdict indicates, that there was no attack made on the I. W. W. hall
until after the firing. The verdict indicated it because three
of the men inside the hall were convicted.
That Warren 0. Grimm, the Siberian lieutenant for whose
murder the ten men were tried, was 150 feet from the hall, with
his baclc towards it, and standing at the head of his column of
soldiers, when he was shot down, was proved by the state beyond the peradventure of a doubt. The defense, although it
tried for three days, failed to produce a single witness who saw
G1·imm anywhere else.
Guy Bray, a boy of 17, testified he saw a man he thought
was Grimm up by the I. W. W. hall at the time of the alleged
raid. This man, he said, was with Lieutenant Frank P. Van
Gilder, who was Grimm's marching partner in the parade. As
Bray left the court room he was arrested for perjury.
The certain proof that Grimm was not in the raid came
from Dr. Timothy T. Edmonds, Presbyterian minister, in good
standing and without charge, who has been in recent months
employed as a defense investigator.
·
After six weeks of s uet bing finding evidence for the defense, Rev. Edmonds wr te to Defense Attorney Vanderveer
that nothing could be found showing that Grimm was interested
in this raid. This letter came from a pillow slip in his room.
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , Rev. Edmonds asked the
prosecutor how the state
gained possession of it
and he was told to ask the
charn bermaid.
Edmonds, asked what
he meant by this raid,
said he had heard Grimm
lead the attack made on
the first I. W. W. hall in
May, 18, 1918, as Edmonds described it "holding a flag in each hand and
dancing like a dervish."
The date Edmonds claimed
Grimm was dancing like a
dervish in front of the
first I. W. W. hall, was the
date of Grimm's wedding
..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. which occurred in Palo
St'

BERT BLAND
Convicted of Murder

Alto, California, over 1000
miles away.

The fate of the seven convicted men is now in the hands
o.f Jud e John M. Wil on, who may administer sentence ranging from 15 year to life impri onment.
Mike Sh ehan and Elmer: Smith, the latter the Centralia
I. W. W. attorney, both of whom were acquitted, have not been
turned at liber~y. Warrant charging them with the murder
of Arthur cElfresh were served upon them before they left
the court room and they weie hastened back to Chehalis and
arraigned for the slaying of McElfresh, who like Grimm was
killed on Armistice Day,
after he had dashed out
of the parade and broke
for cover.
Loren Roberts, who with
Bert Bland, fired from
Seminary Hill and who
admitted it, will probably
be sent soon after the
c;entencing of the others,
to the state insane asylum. The verdict held him
insane and a dangerous
person to be at large.
A possibility that all of
the prisoners will be tried
for the McElfresh murder exists. P r o s e c utor
Norman Allen called the
second degree murder convictions a travestry of
justice. He favors a new
LOJtE .. · JWBEUTS
trial, despite the fact that
f oin-kfotl of ru urder
it will cost $50,000, in the
hope that first degree convictions may be secured.

HE LIKES THE RED FLAME
The Red Flame,
Malta, Mont.
Bismarck, N. Dak.
Gentlemen:1 have read several of your issues and must say that, like
many other things about North Dakota, I like it. Many happy
days have I spent in your state, and it grieves me sorely when
I hear or read of what has come to pass there. Every time I
think of North Dakota and Townley's Nonpartisan league it reminds me of that famous saying of the minute and sucker; but
I am sure North Dakota has been exception to this for the
. imple reason that if they would not have been turned out on a
larCl'cr scale than that that mi named thing of a Nonpartisan
league would not be in existence today. I am a working man
myself and have worked for many North Dakota farmers. As
I found conditions down there the North Dakota, or any other,
farmer, for that matter, certainly have nothing in common with
such men as Townley and his band of free lovers. I wonder
how many Nonpartisan league fellows have ever stopped to
think how little they think of themselves and what insult they
throw at their women folks by this socialist free love trash
going through their state libraries. I certainly will never ask
my woman to go to North Dakota to live with me as long as
the present state of affairs exists there. In conclusion I will
say that if any of those $16.00 fishermen happen to come on my
place they are apt to get a very warm reception-with a good
sound pick handle. Say Townley surely does love the North
Dakota farmer. He went to St. Paul to live that he is not so
near to the111 and be bothered with so many foolish questions
that might come up any time.
Sincerely yours,
CHAS. J. ANTON.
P. S. Put her into the Flame, if you like.
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A CHICKEN-HAWK INVADES THE

DOVE-COTE
Crow, Instead of Turkey, to be Piece de Resistance
at 1onpartisan League Home-Builders' Society
Love Feast.
There is dissension in Nor th Dakota's first state-built,
state-owned, state-standardized dove-cote.
A erpent has entered Eden.
The Bismarck Women's Auxiliary to the National Non-partisan league has a new president.
The North Dakota Home-Building association has a new
supervisor of con truction. It also has a new law-suit on its
hands.
And Mr. and Mrs. Ed Lundeen of Bismarck have a new
conception of the fellowship of mat and the fatherhood of
Marx, as preached and practiced by Mr. A. C. Townley.

"We Were All Good Nonpartisans"
North Dakota until a short time ago boasted no loyaler
league members than Mr. and Mrs. Ed Lundeen. Mr. Lundeen
is a carpenter and builder, a fi rm believer in organized labor
and one of the first trades unionists to be converted by Mr.
Townley. The Townley program appealed to Mrs. Lundeen.
She also became active in the league, and later participated in
the organization of the Bismarck Women's Auxiliary, which
her to the presiToday

Mr.

and

nts in a law-suit in which
the state of North Dakota is the defendant. Mr.
and Mrs. Lundeen, or, to
be absolutely correct, Mr.
Lundeen is seeking to recover the ten percent
commission w hi ch th e
state home-building association promised him for
the supervision of North
Dakota's first state-built
horn~, which was to be a
model and likewi~e a marvel.
"Of cour e we didn't ask for a contract," said Mrs. Lundeen when shr told her story. "We were all good leaguers together, and we thought they would stick to their word."
THEY, according to Mrs. Lundeen, are Robert Blakemore,
$5,000-a-year manager of the State Home Building association,
"William J. Prater, his $3,000-per-annum-plus assistant, and
John Adams owner to be of the house.

;;;;.;:;.::::;:.:=:::.==========-_.;.;.

They Organize a League
The story begins some months back with the organization
of a home-builders league, under the provisions of the new home·
building act which was to house the homeless and rescue the
perishing. There were Mr. Milhollan, railway commissioner,
and John D. Adams, accountant for the railway commission,
and W. S. Stratton, chief engineer, Mr. Lundeen and several
others, "all leaguers together." Each chipped in $5, and it was
agreed that Mr. Adams was to draw the first prize-that fam-

ous 13,000.00 bungalow which is all the state to date has to
how for the 100,000 which was turned over to Mr. Townley's
home-building association seven months ago.
Then, as they were
all leaguers together, it
was suggested that some
competent man should be
engaged to supervise the
construction of this perfect state-built home, and
nobody could think of a
more competent man than
Mr. Lundeen, who was a
member of the league
which was to help Mr. Adams and the state with
this first state-built home,
so it was agreed-and
Mrs. Lundeen insist~ that
Mr. Blakemore and Mr.
Prater were parties to this
agreement-that Mr. Lundeen should be engaged
as supervisor and that he
should receive for his services a fee equivalent to
W. J. PRATER
ten percent of the cost of
Assistant )lanager
the dweling.

Took Lot of Time.
Mr. Lundeen was interested in that Adam ' dove·cote from
several s!andpoints, and Mrs. Lundeen declares that he visited
it every day and gave it more personal attention than he did
any other job he had in hand. · He figured up the bills for
lumber and other materials, doped out the plans, placed the
orders and did everything that required technical knowledge
or skill.
At last there came a day when the Adams' dove-cote was
all complete with the exception of a concrete floor in the basement and a retaining wall to prevent the lawn from slopping over
on the next door neighbor and some other odds and ends, and
this cottage, which was to have cost not to exceed $5,000, including the lot, by that time represented an investment of
$5,800 not including the $8,000 and some odd dollars which the
state has paid Mr. Blakemore and Mr. Prater and their corps
of stenographers for their share in supervising this very important piece of work.

Bill Is Ignored
So, as his part of the work seemed to be near an end, Mr.
Lundeen, who wa in Minne ota at this time, drew up a bill
for $547, representing the agreed ten percent commission, and
mailed it to the State Home Building a sociation in Bismarck.
Nothing happened.
Mr. Lundeen then took the matter up with the Industrial
Commission, and finally he got some semblance of action.
Haled onto the carpet, Messrs. Blakemore and Prater could
not recall the details of the agreement which Mr. Lundeen
claimed they, "all leaguers together," had made. They finally
admitted that they might spare Mr. Lundeen $94.80 out of the
$100,000 which the taxpayers had given them to complete this
$5,000 home with.
That, according to Mr. Lundeen's figures, left a balance of
$457 due him. He couldn't persuade his fell ow leaguers to see
it that way. They had spent so blooming much more on the
Adams' dove-cote than the law permitted them to spend, and so
many kicks were coming in from people who didn't see why
the state should spend $14,000 in building an ordinary little
bungalow that could be bought, knocked-down, from Sears, Roebuck & Co. for $3,999.98! They had to draw the line some-
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where, so they drew on Mr. Lundeen~ a good brother leaguer,
and a ch~rter member of North Dakota's first home-builders'
league.

Lundeen Bring

uit

fr. Lundeen's interest in the league and his faith in Townley and Mills and Lemke began to peter out just about then.
A few days later Mr. Lundeen engaged an ordinary Big Business lawyer to bring suit against the people's go ernment of
this Blessed New Day to recover for him the $457 which he
claimed to be due him. And about this time Mrs. Lundeen resigned the presidency 0£ the Women's auxiliary and withdrew
from the sisterhood, after having uttered a few fer vent truths.

"It was always ocialism, ocialism, socialism. After Mills
came Stangeland, from bad to worse. The more radical the
man or woman was the more he wa played up by the men runn;ng the caucuses. We even had Kate Richards O'Hare right
here in Bi marck, spending her time by the hour in the governor's office, during the last regular session. ·

Expected Revelation
"We were led to expect a revelation in economy, efficiency
and fa irne s from the league adrpinistration. Neither Mr. Lundeen nor I have ever cared anything for socialism, but we believed in the league program and believed at first it would never
d~gener ate into socialism.

N. D. BOSS CARPENTER
THE' LEGISLATURE
GAVE OS 1i 100,000
FOR TH\S PURPOSE

No Tul'key Dinner Now
Great plans had been made for the celebration of the competion of North Dakota's first state-built house. There was to
be a turkey dinner, and a photographer with a fla shlight, and
everybody was going to get their pictures into the Courier-News
and the North Dakota Leader and the .1.. rational Leader and the
Survey and the Dial and the Liberator and every other publication that was worth while.
But there'll be no tm key dinner. Instead, Mrs. Lundeen insists, somebody is going to eat crow before this little unpleasantness is over.

Never Could Stand Mills
"I never could stand that man Mills," said Mrs. Lundeen,
referring to the man who is believed to have assisted in giving
birth to the home-building bill.
"I used to go to the league's secret caucuses, and this man
was always one of the star performers.

"Why, with all the waste and extravagance and inefficiency
and neglect shown by this home-building association, we find
now that we have signed up for eleven years and that we can't
withdraw, and during all of this time we are obligated to meet
fifteen percent of the cost of every home that is built, if t e
owner doesn't pay up. There are ten of us in the association,
and if each of the othe1<1 nine should be foolish enough to attempt to build through this association, where would we be at
if we had to pay 15 percent on each home.

How Things Are Worked
"I do not wonder that Townley finds plenty of dupes to
follow him. We women in the auxiliary had the wool pulled
O\'er our eyes. We were told ti~e and again that Langer, Hall
and Kositzky were traitors; that they had sold out to Big Busim·ss, and that they were getting rich on the huge sums of
money that Big Business was paying them. That's why we
finally signed that resolution condemning Kositzky, Hall and
Langer. We were foolish enough to believe these lies. I say
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LIES because I know, no, , wh n I have taken time to inve tigate, that they were lie . But the leagu plan is not to give
th ir member time to in e ti ate, but to sign them up to some
scrap of paper that they may never know anything about. I
uppose they, ill now say that we sold out.
"I am sorry that I was gullible enough to become a party to
this injustice to these thre tate officials who liave been fighting the dishonesty and crookedne s that we in our blindness
could not see. My hu band wants to get out of North Dakota
vnd settle in some state where Townley hasn't a foothold. But
I say TO! We'll stay here and fight it out; we'll redeem ourselves here in North Dakota where we made our mistakes.

WANTED
(In

Torth Dakota.)

traight men, not slate men;
Men above our party tricks;
Just men, not tru t men;
Men un tained by politics.
Square senates, not rare senates;
Senates reaching for a goal;
Team senates, not scheme senates;
Senates with a heart and soul.

JUNE

ELECTION

WOOD5HED

~
~

' LIi<£ IT; BUT JT ¥JILL Do HlM GOOD.
OF COURSE HE DOESNT
Greate t Thing In World

"We thought the Nonpartisan league was the gr nte t
thing in the world. We thought the league was going to establii::h an ideal government; that everyone would be working for
honesty andi efficiency and a square deal. Instead we find a
red card socialist imported to fill each new $5,000 position the
league creates and forces the taxpayers to pay for; we find
our own people ignored when there is anything good in the way
of a job to be handed out, just as though in the whole state of
North Dakota there was no one qualified to do this work. This
attitude is an insult to our state, and the complacency with
which we accept this attitude of the red card leaguers is a sad
cvmmentary upon our intelligence and our manhood and womanhood.
·'I haYe been partly responsible for the harm clone Messrs.
Hall, Langer and Kositzky. I intend to stay right here in North
Dakota and fight this thing out and if there is anything I can
do to undo the injury I have done these men, who were too
honest for Mr. Townley to bribe :vith power or preferment,
I will do it."

l\lild men, not wild men;

.Men of vision and of cause;
Sane men, not vain men;
Men of conscience drafting laws.
Hale senates, not stale senates;
Senates reaching for a goal;
Right senates, not spite senates;
Senates with a heart and soul.
Sound men, not bound men;
l\1en with moral sense to guide;
Sure men, not lure men;
Men, who dare be crucified;
Lead senates, not creed senates;
Senates reaching for a goal;
· Stock senates, not block senates;
Senates with a heart and soul.
By permission of BILL BONE,
210 Archer Ave., Peoria, Ills.
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APOLOGIE

TO

R. BAER

For the idea of some of th most triking cartoons in this
i sue, THE RED FLA IE i indebted to John M. Baer, the
fir t Townley representativ
lected to congress. When Mr.
Townley began the publication of hi Leader, back in 1915, Mr.
Baer :vas a d mocratic postmaster at Beach: He had done some
cartoon work for Jim Jam Jems and for local publications. He
offered his ervices to Mr. Townley, and they were accepted.
John Baer was best known among his acquaintances as a
good fellow. He had displayed no particular interest in politic , beyond his marriage to the daughter of the leading democrat in Golden Valley county. For a long time after he began
to sell cartoons to the Leader, fr. Baer disclaimed ympathy
with Townleyism. He first began to embrace the doctrines of
the .. onpartisan league when he changed his residence from
Beach to Fargo and his politics from Wilsonian democracy to
LuFolletian republicanism.
The initial intimation of
this change came to his
, friends at large when Mr.
Baer was announced by
Mr. Townley as the latter's candidate for the republican nomination for
congress from the First
North Dakota district, to
succeed the late Henry T.
Helgeson of Grand Forks.
Mr. Baer made his campaign on the famous platform that "Americanism is
not an issue," and he won
over a field of several opponents. At the close of
the unexpired term which
\fr. Baer was elected to
fill, he was re-elected by
Mr. Townley, again as a
republican. He has continu·. ·..
ed as a congressman to
x~~'%i@\ contribute cartoons to The
· -h
Lea~er ~nd other Townley
:x.• pubhcat1ons.
J. ::tr. BAER
The Baer cartoons which
Congressman from the 1st District THE RED FLAME has
borrowed in part for this
issue was drawn for The
Leader wh n the .i. Tonpartisan league was in its infancy and
when even its enemies were willing to admit that in some
respects it wa a farmers' movement. The shroud had not then
been torn from the soc"ali tic kelton which was rattling its
bones in 1\11'. Townley's clo et, and l\Ir. Baer's cartoons fairly
well represented the sentiment of many honest North Dakota
farmers who were sincere in their belief that by banding together in Mr. Townley's league they could procure reforms
whose me1 it was generally acknowledged.

TATE HAIL I

UR

A sub criber to the Commercial W
following
interesting statement a to the working out of orth Dakota's
hail insurance law:
"Here are some figure. r garding the price of hail in urance the farmers in North Dakota paid for in this tate. The
figures are taken on the basi · of 160 acres of land fully under
cultivation, and with a total hail loss:
"The most the farmer could get for a total loss would be
$7.00 per acre, making a total on 160 acres $li20.00, which the
farmer would get in the form of a state hail warrant. Before
we go any farther we must say that this is taking the average
farmer in the western part of this state, and he owes the bank,

:\Y

The farmers have had their eyes opened since that time,
and they, first of all, will appreciate the irony of Mr. Baer's
cartoons as they appear in this issue of THE RED FLAME,
with only the principal performers recast as they actually appear today. And, knowing Mr. Baer fairly well, THE RED
It LAME is confident that he will also enjoy the joke.
The State of . . rorth Dakota will lose $23,000.00 in interest
this year because the state funds are now being deposited in
The Bank of 'orth Dakota and drawing but 2 per cent interest.

and most of the stores, in other words he needs the cash, and is
paying interest on all the money borrowed.
"Cost of sta e insurance: On $1120, Warrant:
28 cent as ·essment for 1919 ........................... $ 44.80
Discount charged by banks on warrant................ 56.00
Three months interest on $1120 at bank ........... : . . . . 2 .00
(Instead of getting the warrant about October 1st,
as any old line company would do the farmer gets
his warrant about January 1st, so of course must
pay interest on this amount at the banks.)
Total cost of $1120 state insurance .................... $128.00
"Old line hail insurance premium on the same amount
in this district would cost ........................ $112.00
and the farmer would get his draft on or before
October 1st.
Excessive cost of state insurance, ..................... $ 16.80
"And still so many of them will come right out and say
we'll stick, but I have been unable to see what they are sticking
for."
A member of the Nonpartisan league asked his neighbor the
other day if he could tell him what the league program was,
admitting that he had forgotten it.
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Is North Dakota Library Made
Vropaganda Bureau by the Reds?
Deception is rather a mild term for the mode of defense
tv which Mr. Townley's onpartisan league resorts when driven
into a corner by cold facts which it dare not face. Were THE
RED FLAME not inclined to be temperate in all things, it
might intimate that in such cases Mr. Townley's apologists do
not hesitate to avail themselves of his advice to Senator F. W.
Mees (Address, New Salem, N. D.-Write him for confirmation,
if you doubt our word) to "Lie-Lie like ;i damned horsethief."
Comrade St an g eland,
imported upon recommendation of Comrade Beard

It will be noted from the date upon this voucher that everyone of these books was ordered by Mr. Liessman, at the direction of the board, after the administration bill, giving Ir. Townley complete control of the common chools of the state, had
gone into effect. This was after Miss iinnie J. ~ielson, whom
r.... 11

Utt

1o.,• ., Rc1ntt--9,.t.J$-.!

t

To THE STATE BOARD OF REGENTS
........ November. 8······- _,_ .. .....-... l9l9 _

STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA, Dr.
Through The. ·-~'bl,_io L~brar1..C0111111_iHlon_. •

To.. £~.~E~-~.S.·.1!~ ..K!r..r. ........ J:<>mpllr,y, . -· ........... .,.,
341 E. Ohio St.,
D~ltVoucber No..._________
Addres,S!li C.!BS?.1 _D 1~.- __ ··-··--- _ _
N.C-Tlofa

••n ............ ....... ·~

DUPLICATIE-PPO~rly ....Clff.4 -

....... - " ·
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1 Anarchj6m and Socjalj6m

full swoop everything in
the line of revolutionary
literature which had rec ntly been penned.
RED FLAME readers
will not be wearied by ~
repetiti"on of the accident
by which Rep. O. B. Burtness, independent member
of the North Dakota assembly, discovered in a
traveling library box · in
the office of the public library commission, presid.;;;;;;;;;.;.;...._____-----~.;.;.;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;.;.;~~, ed over by a young woman also picked by ComREP. O. B. BURT.i.~ESS
rade Beard of the Rand
Independent .l\1ember of the North schooi of socialism, the
Dakota Assembly
list of text books on anarchy and socialism which
i pr sented herewith.
THE RED FLAME would not even again refer to this incident, illuminating as it is in view of all that had gone before,
w •re it not for the fnct that Townley organizers and agitators,
except among "comrades" who are as enlightened as they, and
Townley newspaper 01 gans are engaged in a vigorous, flat
denial that such volumes even were ordered by Mr. Townley's
state board of administration, or that they were ever placed
in the state library, or by it given circulation through the
schools and the homes of North Dakota.
There is printed herewith a photographic reproduction of
the voucher which the state of administration, through its secretary, l\Ir. Charles Liessman, who was also secretary of l\Ir.
Townley's state board of regents, presented to the state auditing board for the purchase of the books in question.
THE RED FLAME asks its readers to note particularly the
duplication and multiplication of certain volumes in this list.
It also would emphasize the fact that Charles H. Kerr & Co.
are the largest publishers of socialist literature in America, the
house to which The Appeal to Reason and similar revolutionary organs most frequently refer their readers for text books.
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the people of ~ ·orth Dakota, by an overwhelming majority, elected to be their state superintendent of public instruction, had
been made a figurehead by Mr. Townley.
THE RED FLAME particularly invites members of Mr.
Townley's National Nonpartisan league who are not socialists,
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who are not revolutionists, anarchi ts, Bolshevists, syndicalists
or advocat s of "direct action" of other types, to study this
list of books and to ask themselves whether they would like to
feel that such works were being placed in the hands of their
children in the public schools of the state, supplanting everything that teaches morality, Christianity, patriotism and loyalty
to America and its institutions.

DAKOTA

nnn

ARE

no...

·1E
(Pass-Me-On)

Tune: Emma Goldman's "Annie Laurie."
Dakota braes are bonnie;
But early fa's the frost

Of th sly old Kaiser '£own-ski,
Who made such awfu' cost;
With henchmen who are bossed
By the "You-divide-with-me"!
That for "Wind-mill" Kaiser Town-ski,
They'd lay them doon and dee.
Their children learn the lessons
Of Ellenski free love,
For clean, kith, kin, and kiddies,
To change where'er they move;
Should "Me-and-Gott" approve,
The "power" squeak should cease,
For the man who runs the "power"
Has "Frazier's Ax"-el-grease.
Dakota's day is coming!
To "lie like horse-thieves"?-Nit!
Hear a "Red Flame" back-fire humming:Anarch-town-ski sure is hit!
And the "Gangs All Here!"-must quit;

s "It Will not N'ork!"-they see.Anti-service Anarch-town- kl,
To lay them doon to dee!
- Frank Falkland.

HOW THE NATIO TAL ONPARTI AN LEAGUE
DEVELOPED FROM FAILURE OF SOCIALISM
Recently a truth-seeker wrote The Courier-News, the principal daily newspaper organ of the National Nonpartisan league,
to inquire whether A. C. Townley, president of the league, was
a socialist.

"Mr. Townl y is registered as a republican," was the
editor's cryptic reply.
Had he been more anxious to convey information Mr.
Townley's newspaper editor might have gone a little further
and have stated that some 5,000 other North Dakota socialists
are today, like Mr. Townley, registered as republicans.
So long as 5,000 socialists masquerading as disciples of a
nonpartisan farmers' movement can dominate 60,000 republican
votes, why should they not register as republicans?
* * * * *
Things were different in February, 1914, when the socialist
party made its last serious attempt to hold a state convention as
a distinct organization. A. C. Townley was then openly registered as a socialist, in Golden Valley county, where he had recently failed in his mad effort to become a flax millionaire over
night. So, too, was A. E. Bowen, who acted as secretary of that
convention; and Comrade Strom of Williston, and Arthur LeSueur, and ever so many others whose names have since been
prominently associated with the Nonpartisan league.
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Comrad Bowen wa later to b come one of Comrade
'l'ownley's chief Ji utenant in the "farmers' movement," and to
be clerk of the Townley house of representatives in the first assembly which the onpartisan league controlled. Comrade Axel
Strom has since h Id many positions of trust and profit in the
farmers' movement; Comrade Arthur LeSuer also shone with
effulgence in the farmers' movement in its later days, and reached the zenith of his power when he dictated a proclamation forbidding officers of the law to molest the I. W. W. and then
showed Governor Frazier the dotted line which had been courteously reserved for the signature of North Dakota's chief executive. Yes, Governor Frazier signed.

* * * • *
The full proceedings of
the ~ocialist state convention held at Minot on February 1, 2 and 3, 1914,
were published in the
Iconoclast, a weekly socialist organ printed at
Minot, and whose editor at
that time was M. A. Thoma ·on, also destined to become a great power in the
farmers' movement, and
whose young and beautiful scond· wife is now
national head of the Women's Auxiliary to the National Nonpartisan league,
composed principally of
farmers' wives who live in
the hope that while they
live their husbands will
content themselves with
one matrimonial venture.
We find that D. C. Dorman, later to become Montana state manager for the league, shares with H. L. Elliott,
more recently North Dakota state manager for the league, a
place on the rules committee of the Minot socialist convention.
Among the delegates seated was our rotund friend, William
Bjerke of Beaver Creek, one of the Townley members of the
last assembly who aided in the assassination of a bull for the
suppression of the Red flag, Mr. Bjerke averring in chaste
language that aforesaid banner "didn't excite nobody but a
bull or a turkey gobbler." We also find that the credentials
presented by Comrade R. H. Walker of Yucca were above reproach, which fact no doubt accounts for the seat which Mr.
Walker has since held in Mr. Townley's house of representatives, wher last fall he headed the committee which was selected to whitewash the free love stains which had rendered the
North Dakota state library hideous.
Quite appropriately, L. M. Hellebust of Mohall, was given a
seat. Mr. Elliott drew a place on the legislative committee,
and both Walker and Dorman landed on the press committee.

* • * • *
The North Dakota socialists in the Minot convention adopted a platform. We quote from the official proceedings as reported in The Iconoclast:
"The socialist party of North Dakota, in convention assembled, reaffirms its steadfast adherence to the international
socialist movement and endorses the national platform of the
socialist party of the United States.
"The struggle between wage-workers and capitalists grows
ever fiercer, and has now bec;:ome the vital issue before the
American people. The wage-working class, therefore, has the
most direct interest in abolishing the capitalistic system. • •

• • The struggl of the working cla s against the capitalist
clas , while it i a class truggle, is thus at the same time a
struggle for the abolition of all classes and cla privileges."
Among the things for which A. C. Townley as a member
of that convention oted a the abolition of the veto power of
the gove1·nor, a power which Townley only two years later used
h, his own advantage when he dire~t d Governor Frazier to
veto the terminal elevator bill, under whose provisions the
farmer· of North Dakota would have before this had terminal
elevators in operation, and which Townley realized would end
the di content upon which the Nonpartisan league fattened.
Section 8 of that paragraph forecast the use of the state
educational department which Rep. 0. B. Burtness of the minority revealed during the special ses ion of the North Dakota
legislature last fall, when he disclosed the fact that the state
library was circulating the most "advanced" works on free
love, Bolshevism, anarchy, atheism and syndicalism.
Section 8 read: "THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION BY MEANS OF WHICH ADVANCED THOUGHT IN ANY LINE LEADING TO THE NORMAL
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHILD MAY BE EXTENDED TO
RURAL DISTRICTS AND VILLAGES."
Section 18 was the forerunner of Townley's present Bank of
North Dakota, in which all the public funds of the state are
sequestered. It read: "STATE OWNERSHIP AND OPERATION OF BANKS, TO DO A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS, AND TO BE DEPOSITORIES OF ALL PUBLIC
FUNDS."
Five years elapsed before Townley got action on that idea,
but when it came finally it was with a vengeance.
The formation of a nucleus for the public ownership of all
lands was provided in Section 19:
' State lands to be leased
and not sold, and when rents equal to the market value of the
land at the time possession is taken have been paid by the
tenant, rent to be reduced to the amount of taxes paid on similar land by private owners," BUT NOT ONE WORD ABOUT
GIVING THE TENANT A TITLE TO HIS LAND!
Then we have the modern Soviets idea's ancestor in Section 23:
"The creation of a state department of agriculture in which
farmers alone shall have a vote. This department to have the
power of levying a tax of not exceeding three percent on all
farm property for the establishment and maintenance of elevators, flour mills, packing house and storage plants and other
business enterprises, said department to establish a sales agency
for the marketing of all farm produce in domestic and foreign
markets, and to make rules and regulations for facilitating
commerce on the same."
Comrade Tewnley was a trifle more liberal in his views in
1914 than he was in 1919. In 1914 he proposed that all of the
farmers' have a voice in the management of these public utilities; in 1919 he decreed that this vast power to vested solely
in two of his creatures; in 1914 he suggested that the farmers
bear the expense of experiments made for their personal benef.t, while in 1919 he demanded that the whole state pay tribute
into his scheme.
Townley also, no doubt, was looking ahead when he helped
to incorporate in the platform Section 28, providing for "The
abolition of the powers of any court to pass upon the constitutionality of law."
And the next day Comrade A. C. Townley of Beach was
elected chairman of the convention.
And on the day following the North Dakota socialists nominated their last state ticket, and it was headed by A. E. Bowen
of Bowman as candidate for governor.
H. ~- Elliott presided over the closing session of the convention, and Arthur Lesueur delivered the final address.

•

•

* • •

Having conducted a wake for the socialist party of North
D~ota; The Red Flame, in · May issue, will tell of its glor-
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ious resurrection two years lat r, when an organization who e
followers had been so few that it was with difficulty that it
gained a place on the state ballot, rode into power on the crest
of a mighty farmers' movement, which tasted only the sugarcoating of the pill known as socialism.
The Red Flame will tell 0£ the famous roll-call of 1915, and
how A. C. Townley, A. E. Bowen, Arthur LeSueur and other
comrades of the late socialist party twisted it to serve their
ends.
The history of the Nonpartisan league from its inception
to the present day is a romance worth reading, and it never before has been written. The Red Flame will tell of it from the
inside.

FIFTEEN REASONS WHY LABOR OPPOSES
BOLSHEVISM
(By PETER W. COLLINS.)
1. Because the principles of Labor are absolutely opposed
to Bolshevism, for Bolshevism is wrong morally and economically.
2. Because Bolshevism is opposed to Trade-Unionism.
3. Because Bolshevism is opposed to peace in industry.
Trade-Unionism favors peace.
4. Because Bolshevism oppose trade-agreements between
employer and employee. Trade-Unions favor trade-agreements.

5. Because Bolshevism is opposed to arbitration. TradeUnions favor arbitration.
6. Because Bolshevism encourages and advocates revolution. Trade-Unionism opposes revolution.
7. Because Bolshevism arrays the workers against their
fellow men by teaching the doctrines of class-hatred. Trade·

Unioni sm believe in justice f or all and co-operation among
men.
8. Because Bolshevism is a destructive movement. TradeUn ionism is a constructive movement.
9. Becaus Bolshevism organizes hostile organizations to
prevent efficient work of Trade-Unions.
10. Because Bolshevism is opposeed to collective bargain·
ing. Trade-Unionism upholds collective bargaining.
11. Because Bolshevism is not of the working class or
for the working class, but is opposed to its interests. TradeUnionism is a working-class movement of workers, led by workers for the workers.

12. Because Bolshevism incites industrial conflict to make
socialists, while Trade-Unionism advocates industrial peace to
insure justice and progress.
13. Because Bolshevism is misleading the workers by the
false pretence of being an economic movement.
14. Because Trade-Unionism is a force for the common
good, for civic righteousness, for social justice. Bolshevism
is ,against all of these.
15. Because Bolshevism is the greatest menace confronting organized labor today.
When the Townley mouth organs tell you that land taxes
have doubled in . . Torth Dakota this year because the town, county,
city and school boards levied so much more taxes this year
than last ask the organist why it is that city dwellings pay but
half as much tax this year as last year.
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SYNDICALISM, FAVORITE WEAPON OF
REVOLUTIONIST, SAVED BY TOWNLEY
North Dakota and Russia have much in common insofar as
governments are conc.erned. In some respects, however, North
Dakota continues to lag behind Russia, and it is a source of real
regret to sincere comrades over here.
There is, for instance, the matter of criminal syndicalism.
One of the first things Lenine and Trotzky did when they got
hold of things over there was to make punishable by death crim-

House Bill 26, it seemed, merely was designated to protect
and preserve the present form of government. The Bill was
brief, and we present it herewith in full:
HOUSE BILL NO. 26
Introduced by Mr. Herbert
A BILL

For an Act defining criminal syndicalism, prohibiting the advo-

SAY, ERAS,US \V/W 15
OE 5TAT£ OB NORTH DAl<OTA
Lll<E A FO\\JD CAR?

,,

inal syndicalism, sabotage, throwing monkey-wrenches in the
machir1ery, sticking dynamite in bundles of straw or practicising
other of the cunning little tricks for which the I. W. W. have
become so popular in North Dakota.
Trotzky and Lenine knew wliat they were doing. Sabotage
and syndicalism had been mighty effective weapons when used
against the other fellow, bµt they didn't intend to have the other
fellow turn these weapons against them, after they had exchanged places with the other fellow.
Having followed Trotzky and Lenine in almost everything
else they have done or attempted, it was to be expected that
Townley and Lemke would follow them in this important bit of
legislation. It was perhaps with this thought in mind that Rep.
E. W. Herbert, a former Townley type of leaguer, introduced
House Bill No. 26 during the special session of the Sixteenth assembly last fall.

cacy thereof and the advocacy of crime, sabotag, violence,
or other unlawful methods of terrorism as a means of accomplishing industrial ends, and assemblage for the purpose
of such advocacy; and providing penalties for the violations of the provisins thereof.'
Be it Enacted by the Legislative Assembly of the State of
North Dakota.
SECTION !.-(Criminal Syndicalism Defined.) Criminal
syndicalism is hereby defined as the doctrine which advocates
crime, sabotage (this word as used in this Bill meaning malicious damage or injury to the property of an employer
an
employee), violence or other unlawful methods of terrorism as
a means of accomplishing industrial ends. The advocacy of
such doctrine, whether by word of mouth or writing, is hereby
declared a felony punishable as in this Act otherwise provided.

by
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SE TIO 2.-(Teaching or Advocating Syndicalism Declared a • elony.) Any person , ho by word of mouth or writing, advocates or teaches the duty, necessity or propriety of
crime, sabotage, violence or other unlawful methods of terrorism as a means of accomplishing industrial ends, or prints,
publishes, edits, issues or knowingly circulates, sells, distributes,
or publicly dispays any book, paper, document or written matter
in any form containing or advocating, advising or teaching the
doctrine that individual ends should be brought about by crime,
sabotage, violence, or other unlawful methods of terrorism; is
guilty of a felony and punishable by imprisonment in the penitentiary for not more than five years, or by a fine of not more

with our governm nt, as it i , despite the fact that they have
had so much to do with making it what it is, for when an effort
was mad to get Mr. Herbert's bill through Townley's committee, the result was tnat Walter Maddock, G. Patterson, E. E.
Bryans, C. W. 1cDonnell, Frank Prater, Gust Wog, R. H.
Walker and one or two others fought the bill in the committee
and finally filed the following report with the clerk of the
House: "Have had the same under consideration and recommend the same be indefinitely postponed." This killed the bill
and EVERY MAN WHO VOTED TO KILL THE BILL IS· A
TRIED AND TRUE TRIPLE-DISTILLED TOWNLEYITE.

• 'orth Dakota State Capitol Building. Sometimes Known ais Townleyville

than one thousand ($1,000.00) dollars, or by both such imprisonment and fine.
SECTION 3.-(Assembling for Purpose Declared a Felony.) When two or more persons assemble for the purpose of
advocating or teaching doctrines of criminal syndicalism defined in this Act, such assembling is unlawful and every person
volunta1ily participating therein by his presence, aid, or instigation, is guilty of a felony and punishable by imprisonment in
the penitentiary for not more than two years or by a fine of
not more than five hundred ($500.00) dollars, or by both such
imprisonment and fine.
SECTION 4.-(Emergency.) WHEREAS, it is necessary
for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health and
safety that this Act shall become effective without delay, there
being at present no law covering such matter and the lack of
the same causing wide-spread danger to industry and the farming interests of the State, an emergency is hereby declared to
exist, therefore this Act shall be in full force and effect from
and after its passage and approval.
Referred to Committee on State Affairs.
But apparently the Townley-Lemke regime in North Dakota hasn't quite reached the stage of the Trotzky-Lenine administration in South' Russia. It would almost seem that the
time for using sabotage and syndicalism and monkey-wrenches
and dynamite against the other fellow has not yet passed, and
that Messrs. Townley and Lemke are not as yet fully satisfied

Artificial extensions to human nostrils is one of the latest
patents which will soon be applied for and it might be well
worth the time of the Smelling Committee to examine this wonderful invention before they proceed with their work.
$10.00 was offered to Jake Rothschiller a short time ago if
he would mention the name of one single person he has induced
to settle in North Dakota during the past six months or since
ho has been working for the Immigration Commission.
Townley is advising his faithfuls to buckle into the collar
as there is a hard fight in sight in North Dakota.
It is suggested that the members of Townley's Smelling
Committee supply themselves with windshields and double extra
spring heels, before they start on their smelling campaign after
July 1st. (Providing the law is adopted by the people on June
30th.) because there will be something doing when the smellers
get to smelling with their smellers into peoplei private affairs.
It is asked what qualifications are required of the members
who make up the .1. 'orth Dakota Smelling Committee and if
Townley conducted an examination before the selection was
made.

:Mamma, why dois Governor Frazier wear a goat on his
watch charm? Because Townley has made him the goat.
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WHEN THE REVOLUTION CAME TO NORTH DAKOTA
A Logical Application of Bolshevist Chronology in Russia to the Event of the
Soviet Regime in North Dakota, as Anticipated by
DR. IVBIN KURDOVANITCH
EDITOR'S NOTE.-Every incident which is reported in thi serial i based upon .an actual occurrence
in Soviet Ru ia, vouched for in mo t instance by official paper, based upon research and investigations
made by the United States government .. In not a single
instance has the author resorted to his own imagina. tion for any of tlte horrors or outrages of the red revolution which are chronicled here.
·
CHAPTER 6

THE FIRST SOVIET ELECTION
With the revolution an accomplished fact, the leaders proceeded to issue a call for the first Soviet elections. Temporary
Soviets had already been set up by the red army in every town
and village in North Da1'ota, and in their hands the machinery
for the election of permanent committees was placed. There
was much talk of "free elections" and of "pure democracy."
The ruthlessness of the red army, the brutality and barabarity
exhibited on every side, had inspired abhorrence for the Soviets
in the breasts of those, even, who originally had been more
enthusiastic for the new day. It has been asked since why, if
this was true, the people, who were still in the majority, in spite
of the tens of thousands of imported mercenaries, did not rise
up and reject Soviet rule by their ballots.
The explanation is very plain. The freedom of election
of which the Bolsheviks write and talk so much consisted in
the free election of certain persons, a list of whom had already
been prepared. For instance, if in one district six delegates
were to be elected, seven or eight names were offered on pri~ted
lis!.:., and the electors were permitted to vote for six. Very characteristic in this respect were the elections held in Bismarck.
About 200 of the "poor peasants," the only representatives of
the farming class who were allowed to vote, came in from the
sun-ounding country. With them were twelve communists.
There were seven delegates to be elected and only seven names
appeared upon the printed ballots with which the voters were
snpplied. Naturally all of the seven were communists. The
twelve communists delegates were invited to the hotel occupied
as quarters by the Bismarck Soviets, were feted and showered
with attention and were allowed a per diem of $10 per capita.
The remainder of the 200 rural delegates were permitted to
fend for themselves. From day to day the election was put
C'ff, the Soviet leaders hoping to wear out the rural delegates.
Rut they stuck. And when an election finally was forced upon
the Bismarck Soviet its seven communist delegates received
only the dozen votes of their twelve communist comrade~ among
the delegates, while the remainder of the 200 elected a ticket
composed of actual citizens and farmers. The seven delegates
thus favored were immediately arrested and thrown into jail.
A number of the leaders of the insurgent faction were arrested
at agitators against the Soviet republic. New elections were
announced three days later, and this time the polling place was
surrounded by machine guns. The next day official Soviet
papers throughout the state announced the unanimous election
of a solid communist delegation from the Bismarck district,

and another victory "for the people'' was heralded broadcast.
The actual farmer delegates to the Bi marck meeting returned
to their farms and began the organization·, of a revolt. They
were without arms, however, and proved easy prey for the
Chinese and Lettish troops whom the dictator sent out to mow
them down .
The Bismarck election was typical, and so the Soviets triumphed throughout the state and the unanimous approval by
the people of the new so·viet government was announced.
At the same time there was posted in every voting precinct in the state this significant notice: .
"THE EXTRAORDINARY COMMISSION ESTABLISHED BY THE WILL OF THE SOVIET AUTHORITY TO PRO'r-ECT THE REVOLUTION WARNS ALL ENEMIES OF THE
\'\70RKMEN CLASS THAT IN ORDER TO SA VE THOUSANDS OF INNOCENT VICTIMS FROM THE EXPLOSIONS
AND EXCESS AND IN ORDER TO ~AVE THE CONQUESTS
OF THE MAY REVOLUTION IT WILL SUPPRESS WITH A
PITILESS HAND ALL ATTEMPTS AT UPRISING AND
WILL CHOKE ALL APPEALS FOR THE OVERTHROW OF
THE SOVIET AUTHORITY.
"-SOVIETS EXTRAORDINARY COMMISSION."

* * * *

CHAPTER 7.

''THIRTY"
Jim Thorpe was one of the best make-up men in the Northwest. As such he commanded ~ fairly comfortable wage, not,
pP.rhaps, as much as he was worth, but enough to enable him
and his little, blue-eyed, flaxen-haired wife and the kiddie, Jim
Junior, to live in reasonable comfort. Jim was well thought of
by everyone, his associates, his employers and his neighbors.
He was regarded as ' steady." When he wanted money to pay
down on a little home, his banker, knowing Jim to be a good
moral risk, was glad to advance it.
That was before the day of Townley and his oily-tongued breeders of discontent. There had been a time when the
International Typographical Union was an aristocrat among
lubor organizations.
members were the brainiest, the most
liberal and the most powerful of all representatives of organizezd labor. The ·Typographical enjoyed the reputation of never
having lost a strike, because it never had gone into a strike in
which the justice of its cause was not finally conceded.- As the
International, so had been its locals until the advent of Townlcyism. Then came a change. Gradually a different note crept
iiito the meetings; harangues became frankly socialistic; men
without avowed socialistic leanings found it difficult to be elected to important offices in the locals.
Oddly enough, one of the first to be innoculated with this
insidious poison was Jim Thorpe. Gradually his conversation,
his every act, his very life became tinctured with the virus
which, he had at first unconscious)y and then eagerly absorbed
in union meetings from men who were in the employ of Townley
and who went to these meetings for no other purpose than to
agitate and to breed discontent.

Its
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Jim lost interest in the little home, of which he had been
so proud; he talked 1 ss and less to the boys in the shop and
the bunch from the front office about the Kid, and what the
Kid had said and done. His ready smile became le s spontaneou and finally di appear d altogether to make way for a droop
of discontent. His talk, :vhen he designed to make conversat ion, was of "Big Business" and Capital and of class consciousness. Little by little he drew away from the business men
and the bankers and others with whom he had formerly maint~ined close and cordial relation , and, although the divis"ion
was of his own making, he willingly deluded himself into believ-

It's all the fault of the d--d system." Mrs. Thorpe didn't
pretend to und rstand, but she felt that any change would alter
the temper of thi moody "man" of her must be for the better.
With it all, Jim remained underneath a clean-thinking,
warm-hearted American. The breaking of the revolution which
Le had so enthusia tically press-agent ed wa little to his liking.
J :m's idea of a square deal embraced humanity; in spite of all
his talk to tne contrary, Jim was not t horoughly "class conscious." It sickened him none the less in witnessing a brutal
murder to be reminded that, the helpless victim wore a white
collar and belonged to the bourgeoisie. The horros and atroc-

-~

ing that it wa he whom "Capital" was persecuting by withdrawing its friendship.
When ihe revolution came to No1th Dakota it found in Jim
Thorpe a ready subject. As his discontent had grown, less and
kss time was spent at heme with his family and in "puttering"
around the hcuse which had once been such a wonderful little
nest. More and more he came to be found spending his evenings with some sim~larly disposed group, "shooting pool" and
damning the "system," or sitting about radical headquarters
discussing the coming of the day when the "proletariat," a term
which Jim a few years earlier was not even on speaking terms
with, would come into their own. Jim had even, in resentment
against the "system," ceased making payments on the house,
ar.d, proving deaf to well-meant remonstrances, he finally lost
his equity [.'.}together and was now occupying as a tenant the
p-roperty of which he had once been lord.
"It will all come out in the wash," Jim was prone to tell
hjs anxious little wife. "When we get in, everyone will have
a square deal, and there won't be any landlords to pay rent to.

it ies of the early days of the revolu tion affccted Jim as they
did every th inking man and woman, which included ninety percc>nt of the members of organized labor who had been attracted
to the soviets idea by its false promises of universal brotherhood.
.
But Jim, employed on a paper which favored the cause,
persuaded himself that this wave of terrorism would pass as
ab1 uptly as it had come, and that in its wake would come the
reign of peace, prosperity and tolerance, which he and fellow
unionists had been led to expect. So Jim went about his work,
sick at heart, unseated by the scenes which confronted him
upon every side, but putting on a brave face.
Jim Junior, was still too young to be placed by the state
in one of the soviet schools; Jim Senior's home was too humble
to have attracted the attention of the soviet leaders engaged
in expropriating owners of dwe}!ings which they coveted for
their own use. Jim's home life during the first few days
of the revolution was little changed.
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Then, when Jim had forced himself to beli v the wor. t was
over, the blow f 11. Jim had re urned hi old habits of pending his evenings at home. He look d forwa d to hi homecomings as the one bright pot in the day. Jim Junior was alv:ays waiting at the window for a di tant glimpse. of Daddy,
ready to scamper out with his :vooly puppy, Bu ter, to meet
Daddy and to ride pickaback in triumph up the teps, through
the living room, into the kitchen, for a thr e-cornered romp
with Daddy and Mu\•ver.
This evening there was no Jim Junior, to meet Thorpe as
h<· neared the house. A ·udden sinking of the heart accompanied Thorpe's conviction that something must have gone

"You leave my woman alon ," gasped Thorpe, endeavoring to r new his struggles.
"Your woman! Where you get dat stuff? You see-a de
proclama h, • o? She so mooch our woman a yours," and the
fexican favored Thorpe with a cornful laugh.
"She wanta do what ees right by de state, zat all right.
If he no treata us right, den we take her to ze headquart--!zats
orders."
Yes, Jim had seen the "proclamation," a copy of the famous
Saratov decree, but he had been told that it was only a rude
jest, perpetrated by some of the Red soldiers, who were, after
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wrong with the youngster. Bursting into the house, the situation was explained to him in one sordid flash.
The living room was a wreck; tables and chairs were overturned and splintered; curtains and hangings had been torn
down, and in a coni.er, still feebly struggling in the grasp of a
villainous Tartar in the uniform of the Red Army, was "Muvver," while a wide-eyed, frantic Jimmy Junior, alternately clung
to her skirts or beat with unavailing little fists against the boots
of her captor. In the middle of the room, looking on with a
gratified grin, were two other soldiers of the Red Army.
With a hoarse cry of rage and despair, Thorpe launched
himself at the throat of the brute with whom his wife struggled.
Thorpe was slight and undersized; anyone of the three men was
more than a match for him in physical strength. In the hands
of two of them he was a babe.
"What th' -11 ?" demanded one of the pair, a burly Greaser
who had picked up English on the border.
'·Why you make all de row?"

all, h had been nssurred, a fine bunch of fellows. And Jim
had beli ved it. * * * * • •
Dusk had fall n when Jim regained consciousness. The
house seemed very still, except for a monotonous, high-pitched
sobbing which came from the room which had been set aside as
Jimmy Junior's nursery. There Thorpe found his little boy,
cuddled up on the floor, with Buster in his arms, rocking to and
fro. Jimmy Junior's eyes were wide open and staring, but there
was no intelligence in them. Over and over he was repeating
to Buster, "l\Iuvver c'y-bad man's hurt m:2ma,-Muvver c'y."
Thorpe gently picked up the baby and his dog, cradled them
for a moment in his arms, and then deposited them in Jimmy's
bed, where he carefully tucked them in. From a dresser he
took an automatic. Then he left the house.
Thopre knew where to find The Tiger. He had been favored with an occasional visit from the man in whose leadership
he had placed so much trust. Thorpe's head was in a whirl;
he was shaking with a dumb, nameless agony, but in his mind
there was but one thought--justice for the little woman who
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had been carri cl h knew not where, and who might ev n now
be a h lplc pa, in the hands of ruthl ss monster who knew
110 pity and re ognized no creed but lust.
Jim ntered The Tiger's luxurious quarters unannounced.
He told his story briefly, but convincingly.
The Tiger touched a button.
"Buck," he said, to the lackey who answered his ring;
"throw this fool out-he's spoiling my dinner."
Thorpe' aim , as bad; the bullet crashed a vase a full foot
to one side of The Tiger's head. As Buck leaped forward,
Thorpe fired again. This time hi aim was better. He had used
himself as the target.

In the pitch-dark nur ery blocks away, Jimmy Junior was
moaning less frequently. Som ething vit al had snapped in his
little brain under the strain. Chubby arms squeezed Buster in
one last, despairing hug, and, breat hing painfully, "Muv-verey-bad-man's-," Jimmy was still.
Hours later Buster aw·oke from a troubled nap, licked the
cold little face beside him on the pillow and whined pitifully,
Then all was stilb
Jim Thorpe had written "Thirty" at the end of his galley.
(To be Continued)
Lieut. Governor Howard Wood says that he would not
gamble on the next election in • ·orth Dakota, but as far as
the l\Iinnesota election is concerned, he says the Nonpartisans
have it won.
'\Vhat ?. Some one was telling that the Bank of .i. ·orth Dakota
is cashing Hail Insurance warrants.

AUTOO ·1 ' G '11JIE }.' R I :1

'fhe publishers of The Loynli t are in receipt of s v ral
letters advising that the cartoons fn the t' bruary number show
the far mers 1th long biskers. The correspondents contend
that this i unjust and should be discontinued by The Loyall t
and other s friendly to the 100 per c nt American farmer.
Criticisms of these correspondents are just, but they do not
understand the reason for The Loyalist and The Red Flame
and other papers opposed to radical socialism, as represented
by Townley, making such pictures of the farmers.

It was 'l'ownley who first made the cartoons or had them
made for him by ongr . sman .John 'I. Ba r, showing the farmers with long whi kers, and labeling them "Hirams."
The cartoons in The Loyalist are simply following the Townley style to show what Townley thinks of the farmers. He told
them at Great Falls that they were all "Hicks" and they cheered.
The farmers of .. ·orth Dakota appear to like it when Townley
pictures them with long whiskers, 5-cent straw hats and calls
them "Hirams.'
So the cartoons in The Loyalist are but caricatures of the
Townley cartoons-they are used to attract the attention of the
farmer members of the Nonpartisan League, who have grown
used to seeing Townley picture them as "Hicks" and ":Muts"
who should be at home slopping the bogs instead of inquiring
into his various financial schemes.
If the farmers like it when Townley calls them "Hirams"
and pictures them with overflowing whiskers, why should they
object when The Loyalist makes fun of the Townley style of
art and also makes farmers with whiskers on them?
-The Montana Loyalist.

THE RBD PI.AD
A TOW LEYITE'S PRAYER A D LAMENTATION
Plentywood, Mont.
Mr. Editor:Oh, thou great and mighty Townley, who rules over the
high mountains, deep valleys, plains and flat prairies of North
Dakota, let thy grace descend upon thine humble and obedient
servants. We praise thee. Let us be imbued with thy spirit
and let us strive to emulate thee in thy preeminence and greatness as a leader. Let thy will predominate and prevail. We
knoweth now that thou art our aviour, our redeemer, who has
redeemed us from our oppressor (a fat pocketbook), yes saved
us from capitalistic bondage and common sense, saved us from

pray thee to destroy this sacred tradition called family life,
which has once alienated our affections and hogtied us to her
skirts and her children. Why hould we labor and toil for their
support, who are only the fruit and product of nature's temptations? Let the state care for them or send those old hags
and withered roses of womanhood out on the free range to
hustle for themselves like the stock and coyotes and wild beasts.
Their womanly charms have vanished, and nature alone is responsible for their birth. Why should we be tortured with their
existence? They are castoffs and obstructive material, hampering the progress of our new freedom to be attained by thine
mighty and all-wise doctrine and St. Mills' brotherly love.

AMO THE R -YWO
YE AR S ~A,JE PASSE'
AND ,-.oTMING OOINO
'{cf!

--zo.
our conscience, from our morals, our schools, our churches and
religious in ·titutions, and again we thank the for thine effort
to wipe out the hope of immortality from the face of this earth
and the hell hereafter, and other religious scareheads which
serve or tend t o keep us in f eters and bounds within moral decency. Let the star of radicalism lead us toward more freedom, and let the dawn of atheism and materialism enlighten
our paths as we are striving along towards the era of new
freedom where we can dwell with thee. And again we come to
thee and pray thee, mighty and all-ruling Townley, our proletariats' dictator, have laws enacted that will release us from
what the bourgeoisie and law-abiding people call the holy
bonds of matrimony, and our matrimonial woes, to love, honor
and obey until death do us part. This part is the most unbearable and unjust of all when so much free-loving spirit is
abroad in the land. Why should we resist it? Why should we
be nailed to the withered rose of time called mother and wife
and her lamentations? This is an unendurable outrage and interferes too much with OUf freedom and free love ethics. We

And again gentle saviour, we know that you blessed the
powder and bullets that killed four oppresso. s at Centralia,
Washing ' on, on Armistice Day. We praise and thank thee for
the laws that you enacted and were instrumental in bringing
about, especially the one that will rob widows and orphans of
their inherent rights, the confiscation by taxation, and the one
that drove the small fry of the capitalistic press out of business, and for the good work in assembling radicals to fight in the
battle of the coming revolution, and blessed by thy labor. We
encourage thee, dear comrade, we pray thee destroy the banks
and the merchants and the farmers, destroy their industries
and private ownership and titles and records, wipe them off
from the face of the earth, who have dared to oppose thee.
Send famine, pestilence, tempest, ruin and disaster into their
1 anks, direct the battle of extermination against them, famish,
torture .and starve them into submission, to give up their illgotten property, or else let the hand of arson and terrorism
have full sway and swallow them and their property, create
ruin and destruction, and we will soon have a Russia of our
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own, where there will be plenty for all without toil or labor 01·
entangling alliances with th fair s x, the era of new freedom,
the new day when we can dwell with thee in peace and happine s
in the Garden of Ed n, in your new paradi e, a harm for free·
loving socialists. Why' should we bother our heads about our
souls, conscience and life hereafter, when such blessed happiness
can be attained on this earth? So, mighty Dictator Townley,
let thy blessing descend upon all who have joined our forces,
for thy name's sake.
The above embodies a few parts of what socialLm stands
for, or Townleyism's future, what it would do ii it had the
power, and what it already has done and partly fulfilled, and
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The Red Flame requests of other organs , hich are engaged
in a similar line that when they u e original material culled from
The Red Flame that proper credit be give1~ The Red Flame in
order that their readers may know of the fight The Red Flame
i. making.

THE FARMER
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_
-

PLEA FOR F~ IR PLA
Th Ued Flame i plea d to note that oth r pap r all over
the country are making u e of it material. The Red Flam believe that publicity should be giYen of the pre ent tatc of affair in l orth Dakota.
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what the farmer have supported by vote and $16 and $18
donations, and their special contributions to the free press, to
free seditionists and murdering I. W. W.'s. No American can
be found in those radical groups, Nonpartisans included. The
government is now looking for it with a stethoscope.
FRED LUNDBERG,
Unorganizezd Farmer.

If the Townley organs can find any consolation in their
recent primary election defeat in North Dakota, the Lord knows
they're entitled to it, for the time is rapidly approaching when
they'll need it.

Fed up on free love, are you? Well, so is Russia, but,
unfortunately, the people have no control over their diet over
there. We have, as yet, over here. Wouldn't° it be wise to see
to it that we retain that privilege?

TOW TLEYIS1\1 KEEP

ARMER. FROM STATE

A Burleigh county farmer who wrote a Fairmount, Minn.,
real estate dealer offering some North Dakota lands for sale has
1eceived the following letter:
"Your circular descriptive of your lands received. I ·concede
all you say about the country. There is one thing that our
people are scared about that we cannot meet successfully, and
that is the drawback of Townleyism in your state. Only for
that it would not be hard to get buyers from here; but as matters stand now there is nothing doing. They are wise to the
bunch and want nothing to do with them. I do not know
whether you are in sympathy with them or not, but if you are,
so much the worse.-J. T. Swearingen."
Our Supreme Court held that post dated checks are perfectly
good and still a member of the Nonpartisan league living just
outside of the city refused to accept a post dated check in payment of a hog that he ~as offering to sell.
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The Grand Order of the Exalted Proboscis Organizes for Drive
"Noses to the front, ready, aim, sniff!" thundered General
G. I. Cahillovitch.
Four prominent proboscises wheeled into line and at the
word of command joined in a volley which shook the hills to
their foundations.

"Little bit of rust, here, Nesvig ky,1' said Cahillovitch,
sharply, as a fleck caught his eye. Nesvigsky, abashed, fell
out of line, and polished the offending left bore of his weapon.
Hardingsky, Maddockovitch and Olsonsky passed muster.

-i----r-,,2NORTH

DAl(OTA'S

SMELLING COMMtTTEE
The spring drive of Premier Townleyvitch's Smelling Brigade was on.
Standing in review before their commander the four who
with him shared the sacred privilege of charter membership
in the grand order of the exalted proboscis made an imposing
spectacle.
Chins well in, noses elevated, eyes to the front, they stood
at attention while General Cahillovitch inspected their arms.

--Y
~#/dr

"Now, smell, ye terriers, smell," commanded Cahillovitch,
and the quartette dispersed, noses to the ground, nostrils
quivering.
'I scent a cent," shrieked Nesvigovitch, fairly quivering
with excitement. "Drop it," shouted Cahillovitch. "IT'S mine
- I borrowed it from the Bank of North Dakota."
"This scent is tainted-'taint Non partisan," squeaked
Hardingovitch, as he struck a No. 12 trail which bore the imprint of Bill Langer's latest set of half-soles.
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"Come out of it," ord red Cahillovitch. "If you tuk to
following Lange1·' track he'll run the legs off of you, and I'll
lose one of my niftiest and nosi t noser ."
"1 smell 'Profit of Religion,' " piped up faddockovitch, a
moment later. "It has the proper Bolshevik odor of sanctity,
general,-shall I run it down?"
"No, lay off that stuff," growled Cahillovitch. "'Profits of
Religion' has been run down enough as it i • The first thing
we know the church people will get their eyes open. And we
know too darned well what they can do when they get wi e and
organize. You leave 'Profits of Religion' to Comrade Tott n.
He t ied the sky-pilot stunt and didn't seem to get much profit

'OTJrnn Hi.Arfon Anmm '.110
Fifty-three of Townley's newspapers in .. rortb D kota are
asking, "What I d B. D. Arnold, the Le u H.epre entative from
the 39th, legi lative di trict to betray the farmers cause?" and
th ir au ,ver i , "Arnolcl is a man of limited education and is
reported a b ing a r ligious fanatic" etc.
Mr. An1old like many others denounced Townleyism as soon
as he discovered how Townley was deceiving the people and we
find as usual, Townley's mouthorgan immediately attacking
Ir. Arnold character nd bra11ding him a traitor.
When Ir. mold wa ..,elected by Townley as the proper
man for the 1 gislature he knew who he was and what he was.
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Upton Sinclair says
re's profit
there, they must be there. I wonder why Townley ha n't
thought of organizing the church s on the chain 8tore plan to
· sweeton up his educational fund?"
"Well," replied Olsonsky. 'Townley can't think of everything, and Kate 'Hare's in prison and Brinton's in Florida. The
old man's got a great bean, though, even if it isn't Boston
baked."
"Ki-yi," yelped Hardingsky, rolling in the dust and pawing
at his nose. "I've gone and nosed into that Ellen Key stuff
again-gosh it smells strong. No wonder it made such a stink
when Burtness stirred it up."
"Well, unlimber men-work's over for the day," cheerily
interposed General Cahillovitch. "You boys are doing splendidly. Deodorize yourselves and we'll all join the bunch at Old
Camp Nelson and try a sail on Green river."
Sheating thl'2ir delicately attuned probocises with candle
snuffers, the Smelling Brigade knocked off, after voting Premier Townloyovitch a prince of a fellow, and the Sme)]ing Committee a peach of an idea.

h p as chos n by Townley to h ad ·the roll
call in the Honse, Arnold was the man who he selected. Mr.
Arnold like thousands of other farmers everywhere has be n
educated by Townley not to read any other papers but •rownley's
press and Leader, but it carue to pass not so very long ago that
Bill Langer induced Mr. Arnold to examine evidence he had
procurec.l in the Valley City and Scandinavian-American Bank
scandal and upon being convinced that the evidence was real
Mr. Arnold immediately denounced Townleyism and he bas been
denouncing it ever since.
Of course Mr. Arnold is not the only person who has been
branded as being a traitor and whose reputation and character
ha:;; been attacked by Townley, there is Langer, Kositzky, Hall
and many others whose reputation and characted has been attacked by him since they have denounced Townleyism.

The Red Flame predicts that every man, woman and child
in Torth Dakota and other states is going to denounce Townleyism as soon a they see the light. Townley is after THE
M01TEY, and as long as there i a dollar in sight he is going
after it.
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I have read o mu ·h about Townl yi m up in orth Dakota
und have oft n b n wondering ho p opl can follow uch a
leader vho i nothing ruor than a sociali t trying to make out
that he is the farmer ' friend and i much cone med about th ir
future. Townley must have succeeded in his pursuit of speculating in the er dulity of the people, as he has dominated North
Dakota for three or four years. But the farmers up there must
have had a chan ,.e of heart, judging, from the returns of the
recent primary, and the reason is probably that Townley has
planned another big " hake-down." This time it will include
the entire state of North Dakota. Order have been is ued and

The e wily para ite who have been trained by the gang to
ca1 y out orders in most careful manner and in the minutest
detail will put forth their be t efforts to make a success, but
the people must be desperately trying to extricate themselves
f1om the Townley bondage and no wonder.
Judge K nne aw M. Landis of the United States circuit
court of hicago, says: "The socialists, the I. W. W. and the
.1 onpartisan l ague are all the same; their fundamentals are
the same. They are all together against the United Etatas
government. They talk about 'free speech.' Free speech is the
only part of the constitution they know of, and they want to
use that to destroy the remainder of the constitution. These

TELL THE FARMERS · TO
\JOTE FOR FRAZIER- IF

'vJE CAN SPLIT THE
VOTE OH LANGER AND
SONE ONE EL5E '+JE CAN
ELECT OUR OLD
STANDPAiTER
FRAZIER AGAIN

tbey must be obey d. It i reported that at least $10,000 will
be rai ed in Mountrail county. From time to time the memb rship dues in the league-have been raised. At first the members
paid $6 per year, which was soon increased to $8. Then the
rules we.re changed so that the members were asked to pay
$16 for two years. No~ the dues have again been raised and
the varius members will now be asked to come through with
the sum of $18. It appears that the drain on the league's
finances must be something tenible. If each county in the
state raises $10,000 it will ·give the Townleyites a fund of more
than half a million dollars. This in connection with the hundreds of thousands of dollal's collected on the stores p1 oposition,
the greater part of which is u"sed, it is said, for propaganda
purposes, gives us a fair idea of the amount of money the Town·
ley crowd will have at their disposal for the ne t election. The
meetings which have been ordered will furnish an excellent oppot tunity to swell the coffers. It remains to be seen whether
the smooth-tongued hake-down artists, who will swarm the
state· from one corner to the other, will be successful or not.

'gentlemen' have no n w idea . They h, ve borrowed them from
the other side of the ocean. Their program is the destruction of
the government."-OLAF E. NEGAARD/ Kirkhoven, Minn.
St:awberries will soon be in season at the Ed Patterson
hotel and we are .looking for a sharp increase in Fred Cathro's
living expenses. But the Bank of North Dako~a is ma.king
money, and if strawberries agree with Mr. Cathro's tummy, we
reckon he's going to have them.
A compositor spelled it "THE PEOPLE'S BUNK," the
other day, and an unfeeling boss raised his wages. But that
wasn't what Fred Cathro raised when he read it.
If the Bank of orth Dakota can clear $30,000 a month
profit under its present extravagant system or management,
how much could it make from the tax-free use of the people's
money under an able and intelligent business management?
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Taxes Have More Than Doubled in ene Year in North Dakota;
Result of 600 New Employees and cpfficials on Pay Roll
Table Showing the Amount of State General Tax Charged Again t the Various Counties in the State of North
Dakota for the Years 1916, 1917, 1918, and 1919. Also Hail Tax for the Year 1919.

STATE GENERAL TAX
1916
Name of County
Adams ................ $12,805.35
Barnes ................. 49,551.42
Benson ................ 29,198.75
Billings ............... 7,011.84
Bottineau .............. 37,930.52
Bowman .............. 13,279.15
Burke ................. 19,127.15
Burleigh .............. 34,067.25
Cass ................... 97,883.42
Cavalier ................ 35,238.04
Dickey ................ 29,199.64
Divide ................ 18,015.06
Dunn ................. 16,703.37
Eddy .................. 14,746.26
Emmons .............. 21,775.17
Foster ................ 15,585.47
Golden Valley .......... 13,386.62
Grand Forks ........... 60,895.98
Grant .................. 20,147.98
Triggs ................. 22,597.43
llet.inger ............. 15,297.lG
Kidder .................. 18,166.19
LaMoure .............. 29,805.04
Logan .................. 14,421.21
McHenry .............. 34,219.59
McIntosh ............... 16,475.09
McKenzie .............. 15,392.40
McLean ................ 26,638.04
l\Ierce ................. 14,488.91
Morton ................. 51,778.93
Mount ail ............. 20,797.17
Nelson ................ 28,239.67
Oliver ................. 8,298.80
Pembina .............. 30,129.26
Pierce ................ 18,665.04
Ram.ey ................ 35,383.35
Ran om ............... 22,73 A5
Renville ............... lG,348.00
Richland .............. 54,680. 5
Rol tt~ ................ 16,40 .31
Sar "ent ............... 23,918.50
Sheridan .............. 14,259.64
Slope ................. 10,132.07
Sioux ................. 3,545.21
Steele ................. 20,438.15
Stark ................. 23,851.19
Stutsman .............. 56,595.87
Towner ............... 24,953.93
Traill ................. 30,344.28
Walsh ................. 43,007.77
Ward .................. 47,588.00
Wells ................. 29,545.35
Williams .............. 30,869.84

1917
$ 15,800.04
58,114.30
35,586.79
9,460.84
43,576.36
16,841.22
22,278.50
42,313.42
118,222.96
39,658.66
34,208.13
20,997.49
25,889.30
17,313.98
24,8 7.35
19,379.36
16,838.05
71,781.26
24,724.87
215,826.00
17,599.93
22,134.39
34,690.73
16,039.86
42,265.03
17,920.99
19,655.35
30,386.03
19,467.51
42,919.29
26,937.96
32,250.93
11,241.09
35,336.17
22,029.80
41,914.12
27,471.37
20,415.00
61,6 6.78
20,180.93
27,142.73
16,838.72
11,892.79
4,468.18
22,811.41
28,292.48
66,633.59
28,745.10
35,836.03
48,421.90
61,268.15
34,681.37
40,319.53

1918
$ 16,486.69
63,363.14
34,643.28
9,863.46
43,032.30
17,136.01
23,422.48
44,361.38
127,206.64
42,619.25
37,104.00
22,087.69
25,915.75
18,634.86
26,840.84
21,854.00
17,0 0.20
74,676,69
26,457.12
27,201.23
19, 27.79
24,334.97
37,072.97
16,929.97
43,736.31
19,643.49
19,879.34
33,189.49
19,651.76
48,707.59
27,428.41
44,426.56
11,674.58
40,107.94
22,852.32
44,537.64
28,508.94
20,022.95
64 ,444.98
20,215.30
29,703.74
16,628.75
13,792.38
5,500.09
23,479.45
31,503.38
74,386.86
29,613.34
37,564.01
52,986.72
63,336.31
35,909.64
41,027.43

1919
$ 31,761:.75
151,792.32
74,109.90
17,683.48
74,690.28
28,386.55
42,638.11
84,487.77
277,179.13
109,030.12
81,478.27
38,818.76
43,842.87
45,385.16
53,930.79
50,591.63
29,748.26
175,092.03
54,249.13
64, 98.19
36,302.51
48,158.81
89,825.55
34,674.60
79,496.80
41,865.86
35,580.36
64,859.72
35,254.39
88,455.34
50,516.17
82,930.74
22,084.14
101,038.46
46,608.31
100,043.65
71,256.20
36,357.29
15~,457.72
41,518.01
65,5 8.70
32,179.34
23,041.07
9,346.47
59,277.75
54,099.75
161,540.81
64,366.03
93,757.20
129,835.20
109,850.60
79,092.37
70,561.66

HAIL TAX
1919
$ 44,731.20
133,583.57
99,986.56
14,941.41
136,027.50
41,176.49
78,109.66
76,781.46
124,791.44
97,645.09
78,332.73
101,595.42
68,268.18
48,591.24
61,522.49
60,729.52
34,949.25
109,697.89
65,186.75
58,241.38
63,383.76
68,378.31
115,531.53
41,861.17
104,115.36
33,171.08
60,858.19
126,294.97
47,136.44
58,010.57
89,315.03
83,343.02
28,855.48
75,164.68
62,349.74
91,706.56
70,515.01
85,135.04
90,634.19
40,559.82
58,597.99
59,421.81
44,066.52
7,307.82
52,987.08
43,760.88
153,312.71
64,512.65
75,011.33
81,501.48
126,641.86
95,554.34
125,762.29

ociaHstlc inefficienry ha · already co t ·orth Dakota more than I0,000,000.00 in actual money to say nothing of the
permanent dnmnge which lm been iufUcted upon the tate and ft in tJtution · through tJrn drh'fng away of prosperous
farmers and prospective ettler and the barring of out Ide finance nud enterprI es which dnred not risk them elrns In
the bands of a government controlled by hair-brained OCIALISTS.
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LENINE and TOWNLEY FUNCTION SIMILAR
A Parallel on "Freedom of the Press" as Defined in Russia and North Dakota
The Following "Deadly Parallel" is Ta ken From The Minneapolis Tribune Which Credits it to Harry Cunan
Wilbur, Well Known in North Dakota.
Revolutionary Tribunal of the Press. Lenine Proclamation
of arch 25, 1918.
Consists of three members elected by Soviet ( Section 3.)
Crimes and offenses defined as "publication and circulation of any false, perverted reports and information about
events of public life, in so far as they constitute an attempt
upon the rights and interest of the Revolutionary people."
(Section 2.)

.. orth Dakota Statutes.
State Printing Commission of three ex-officio members
created. (Senate Bill 17. Approved March 15, 1919.)
No state official to publish any false statement regarding departments or industries which said false statements
shall tend to deceive the public and create a distrust of the
state officials or employes. (Section 1, Chapter 26, 1919

IN SHEEPS ClOlHING

Penalties; Fine; public censure; suppression; confisca( Section 8.)
Second Decree: Prohibits printing of advertisements
in any except the official journals. ( See Russell's · Report.
Page 123.)
By June 1, 1918, of 254 journals, 247 suppressed. (Russell, page 124.)
Decree of June, 1918: Eubsc iptions bourgeois and
pseudo-Socialist papers suppressed and not to be accepted
at postoftlce. (Article 3, Russell report, page 125.)
Any person that shall speak against the rule of the
Soviets shall be brought before the Revolutionary Tribunal.
( Russell report, page 130.)
tion.

Special session. Approved December 11, 1919.)
Penalty: Imprisonment for one year; $600 fine, or both.
(Ibid, Section 4.)
Printin~ Commission to select one legal paper in each
county. Legal advertisements in other papers void. (Senate Bill 167, Section 4; ·senate Bill 158, Sections 5 and 6.
Both approved March 16, 1918.)
Results in North Dakota: 46 independent papers killed.
Boycotts in North Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota.
Statements that "tend • • • to create a distruat of
state officials or employes" ( Section 1) prohibited and to be
tried in county where "uttered or otherwise published." Section 2) Chapter 26, 1919 Special Seaaion.
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F ID VIT OF REPRESE T TIVE B. D. ARNOLD
The Repr enta ive, Who evered Hi Connection With
Townleyi m Recently, ake
ffidavit a to Hi
Convictio .

B. D. Arnold, member of the state house of· representatives
who foreswore allegiance to the Townley gang and confes ed
he had been mislead and deceived, although importuned by
leaguers to deny his
statement, has come out
with an affiqavit concerning his action. The
affidavit reiterates his
original statement and
is as follows:
State of North Dakota, County of Bowman:
-"I, B. D. Arnold, upon
my oath depose and say
as follows in order that
my position may entirely
be clear and having been
asked by a number of
my friends to make a
statement as to my
speech after. the addr~~s
delivered by Attorney
Gener al Wiliam Langer
at Scranton, N. D., on
Femruary 19, 1920, will
state that I said at that
time substantially as follows: 'If Mr. Langer's statements are
true and I have no reason to question them, and after examining · the documents and photographic copies of letters, e~c.,
in connection with the Scandinavian-American bank deal, I confess I have been mislead and have done Mr. Langer a great
injustice and condemn the methods used and those responsible
for such raw deals as this bank deal. It is rotten.' Referring
to the resolution passed on the last day of the special session
condemning Mr. Langer, I confess I have wronged him and
twenty-five years of apologizing will not right the wrong I have
done him. ! am not repudiating the original program of the
Nonpartisan league and expect to get some relief yet through
it, but I insist on getting this relief through being square
th
my fellow men."
{Signed):
B. D. ARNOLD.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 26th clay of February, 1920.
E. W. CHRISTOPHER, Notary Public.
The above • tatement wa made at the r quest of the Farmers' Leader of Bowman (N. P. Leagu -Brinton heet).

JOHN SPARGO ON TOWNLEYISM
John Spargo in his book ' Americanism and Social Democracy," page 55, reporting a four-day conference of the Eocial
Democratic league held at Morristown, N. J., in July, 1917:
"At this conference the subject of the Nonpartisan league
of the northwest and its political significance was thoroughly
discussed.
"The promoters of the conference had been in close touch
with the great farmers movement and were fully info1med concerning it. They realized that it was governed autocratically
and that its methods could not be closely copied by a party
which sought to make a general political appeal to the electorate. They realized furthermore that the Nonpa tisan principle
could not be permanently maintained; that the inevitable result
must be either the development of a party or submergence into

m1 existing party. Nonpartisanship in American politics means
for any great movement, ooner or latter political hor trading
and con equent disintegration and d f at.
"It was therefo a reed that any organization attempted
must tak the form of a new party having for its aim the realization of complete and industrial democracy."

ANOTHER RED FLAME
Another edition of the Red Flame is just off the pre s, and
i::; selling like hot cakes at the newsstands. We bought one
the other day at the drug store, and must say, that as its name
indicates, it is a warm number. We learn that this pamphlet
which has been issued only a few months, has today the biggest
circulation of anything that has ever been attempted in that
class. Not long ago we met one of its publishers, and naturally
asked: 'Aren't you going just a little bit strong in this Red
Flame?" When he shot at us this answer quick as a flash and
with fire in his eyes: "If you, or anyone else believes that we
lie in the Red Flame, just make us prove our articles." We
have heard a good deal of criticism of this magazine since it
has been published, and we can only say in the words of the
publisher, if you think it lies, make them prove it. If it speaks
the truth, and we have no reason to doubt that, then every voter
in North Dakota should read it every issue. If you, read one
copy, you'll be looking for the next number. Get a Red Flame.
-The Golden Valley Ame1ican.

NORTH DAKOTA "CORONATION
(By Jim)
All hail the power of Fiazier's name
Let Leaguers prostrate fall.
Bring forth the loyal band of Reds
And crown him King of all.
Ye needy farmers slop your hogs,
But heed ye Townley's call;
"Give me your dough, but vote for Lynn,
And crown him King of all."
Hail him ye heirs of Kate O'Hare,
Whom Lyn_n his dear did call;
She lives, though, still on prison fare,
But he is King of all.
Ye Anti-Leaguer· ne'er forget
The laws put through by gall;
Go spread your tax at Frazi r's feet,
And crown him King of all.
Let Ellen Key with all her tribe
Dance at our new King's ball;
What happens then we'll not desc rih8,
For Lynn is King of all.
But when Lynn Frazier's merry throng
With Townley takes a fall,
We'll shout the everlasting song:
''Our Lynn is King no more!"
If the recognition of the soviet republic were left to Comrade Townley, Lenine would have his ambassadors and his prop·
aganda bureau at work in Washington tomorrow, or else The
Courier-News is no c1 iterin.

Resoluting against THE RED FLAME is excellent advertising, and we trust that our friend the enemy will keep it up.
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What

orth Dakota Farmer Faces
1\s S een by Walter Thomas Mills

"The age-long class war is nearing a final crisis; * * *
And between these two clases the economic and political battle
must be fought out to a 'finish.' THERE CAN BE NO COMl'ROMISE I ,. THE
ATURE OF THE CASE."-Walter
Thomas fills in "The Struggle for Existence."
It was Judge Robinson of the .1. orth Dakota supreme court,
we believe, who took upon bis own shoulders full responsibility

Unconditional surrender in orth Dakota means that the
farmers shall turn over their lands and their buildings and their
machinery to the class conscious I. W. W.; that the elevators,
the banks and all other property shall be con igned to the same
adept hands.
"If capitali ·m (in North Dakota, the farmer.) does surrender," says Mr. Mill , ' the workers," meaning of cour e only

.
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for the reign of sociali m which North Dakota is now experiencing, this venerable league justice declaring that in an unfortun~te moment he placed in the hands of A. C. Townley a copy of
Walter Thomas Mills' book.
Since that fateful instant North Dakota has been made the
lnboratory for the tria\ of every crazy idea evolved from the
n,ind of Walter Thomas Mills or pirated from the political writings of others and given a place in the Mills text-book for amc:1.teur socialists. Having had everything else that Mills has suggested or even dreamed of, including an infliction of the presence of Mr. Mills, himself, N 01·th Dakota may now prepare for
the class war over which Mr. Mills becomes so enthusiastic in
the book from which A. C. Townley has extracted his limited
ideas of popular government.
"Nothing but unconditional surrender can end the war,"
says Mr. Mills in the third of his book which is devoted to col
lectivism and class consciousness.
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the "class conscious workers, the Reds and the I. W. W., "become the masters."
In other words the Wobbly takes charge of the parlor and
amuses himself there with such instruments of pleasure as may
come to hand, while his former "capi~alistic" employer attends
to the slopping of the hogs and other necessary little chores.
"It is becoming equally clear that the only way to make an
end to capitalism (the private ownership of lands or bank accounts or other property for which one has toiled and saved)
Jc: to make a beginning of socialism," says Mr. Mills.
North Dakota, with the assistance of Mr. Mills, AND EMPLOYING FUNDS FURNISHED BY NORTH DAKOTA'S
PRINCIPAL CAPITALISTIC CLASS, AS CAPITALISM IS
UNDERSTOOD BY MR. MILLS' FOLLOWERS, has made an
excellent "beginning of socialism."
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TRE TS ITS WOMEN!

The Fargo Courier-New , principal daily organ of the
North Dakota Soviets, never misses an opportunity to defend
its brethren in Russia. In a recent issue it publishes with great
gu t o, as though completely repudiating all that has been said of
the Russian method of nationalizing women, a statement from
George Lan bury, editor of t he London Herald, written from
Moscow. Mr. Lansbury corroborates all that The Red Flame
and its correspondents have said of the Russian system of mak.ing motherhood a public in titution, the product of such mother-

THE DOCTRI E O • DR.
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Walter Thomas fill is larg ly re ponsible for the ociali t
propa a nda in orth Dakota. Here ar some of hi views:
" Collectivism. On the other hand, the Sociali ts insist that
t he lands, tools, shop , store-houses and transportation lines,
so fa r as they are collectively used by the people, ought to be
owned by all of the people. Then the many would not depend
on the few, for the con ent of the few, for the many to stay
alive ; nor would the many be obliged to bargain with the few
in order t o secure the opportunity to produce the mean of life,
such t hings as food, fuel, clothing and shelter.
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hood a charge of the tate, and oi separating mothers from their
off pring, in order that the fo r mer may return to th e performance of the "service" which they owe the state, and that the
latter may be reared in some red incubator where a number
will suffice for a name.
"There have also been established creches, home for orphans AND REGULAR COLONIES FOR CHILDRE N OUTSIDE THE TOWNS to meet the needs of town children," writes
the London editor. "Mothers are cared for as nowhere else in
the world. In addition to the benefit before and after childbirth, the mother who nurses her child receives, WHEN SHE IS
BACK AT WORK, 50 percent more wages during the nursing
period, besides fifteen yards of linen for the baby."
All of this the Russian women receive when they exchange
their freedom and independence for an ignoble lavery of the
body and of the soul many times worse than death.
How does the prospect appeal to you, Women of North
Dakota?

"Equality. And finally, the socialists contend that all men
and women shall have an equal opportunity to become workers,
if they shall choose, with equal voice in the management of
industrie carried on with the collective use of the collectively
owned lands, tools, store-houses and transportation lines, with
,all the products belonging to the workers themselves to be
divided among them as workers alone shall determine."
(Walter Thomas Mills in "Struggle for Existence.")

IN CONCLUSION
In concluding this, the sixth number of The Red Flame, the
publishers wish to make an appeal to their readers for a demonstration of pure Americanism-not the Americanism that is
distorted to meet the demands of the demagogue, but the sort
of Americanism that our fathers and our forefathers knew; the
sort that we learned at our mother's knee; and Americanism
which was more than a form or symbol of patriotism, but which
was rather a code of life and a religion.
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That Americani m taught and beli ved and proved that of
all the lands of the world, America was best; that the privileges
. here were most plentiful; that the opportunities here were the
greatest, and that our wrong and abuses were the fewest and
the most easily remedied in all of the whole wide universe.
And it was upon this basis that Americans began building
almost a century and a half ago when the colonists declared
their independence of the mother country, and so have we con• tinued to build until the present day, and we have builded so
well and so thoroughly that, despite ,humanity's proneness to
&<>lfishness and to error, we who are Americans in a real sense,
whether by birth or adoption, know that nowhere else on the

attacks and abuses withstood the test of fifteen decades, one
which was untried and unknown except in theory until three
years ago, and which in the brief course of 36 months baa
served to bring out in the people upon whom it has been forced
all that is brutal and bestial and demoralizing.
If wrongs have crept in it is not because the splendid
democratic government with which our forefathers supplied us
is not provided with ample machinery for the repelling or
remedying of these wrongs. The truth is that no government
ever devised by man is so elastic, so adaptible, so readily applicable to every progressive need of the human race. Certainly
we have nothing its equal, far less its superior, in Russia to-
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globe is there to b found such equality of opportunity, uch
rewards for ambition and endeavor, so much peace and prosperity, so much contentment and culture.
But there are among us trouble-makers who would have us
believe that the reverse is true; that Russia, only now emerging
after a baptism of blood from ages of serfdom and barabarism,
has a high culture; that Lenine and Trotzky teach a truer gospel
than that of Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln and Roosevelt. They
would have us believe that everything in America is wrong, and
that these wrongs may be righted only at the hands of amateurs
who never, in this country or any other, have given proof of
aught but their power to destroy.
We must discard our science of government which has
served us so well for almost a century and a half and in its
place instal a system which has in only one spot on the globe
received even a passing trial, and which there has resulted in
chaos, wreckage and ruin. We are asked to substitute for a
system which has developed the finest qualities in men and
women, which has fathered the greatest programs ever known
in any era of civilization and which has, in spite of repeated

day, where only the stern, cruel power of the military dictatorship has, time and again, saved the government from complete
break-down. Assuredly, any government which must rely upon
a loyalty enforced by arms cannot compare with the American
system, with its almost unlimited scope of individual liberty
and its delicately responsive organization.
Let us then-those of us who are Americans (and we are,
Thank God, still vastly in the majority)-assert our Americanism, dare to stand up for America and for all things truly
American; insist upon strengthening the good points in this
governmental system o'f ours and demand that those which are
poor or weak, or evil, if such exist, be eliminated.
Let us be intently, Americanly CONSTRUCTIVE in our
opposition to . those forces which are un-American and destructive. Let us prove our faith and merit our birthright.
And the time to begin doing is TODAY.
Too long we have been idle while the enemy has been active.
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WHICH FLAG SHALL IT BE?
By Mrs. Emeline Egan Sifert,
Golva, Golden Valley Co., N. D.

Our North Dakota breezes toss
"Two banners," one of fame,
But alas, the other that it floats
"Reminds us of our shame."
For above the glorious Stars and Stripes
For which countless heroes bled,
Now dancing in the sun-kissed air
Gleams Treason's rag of Red.

Oh, martyred dead, on Flanders' Field,
How have we kept our faith?
Have we kept our dear old flag of love,
Or the Soc-lists' rag of Hate?
You threw the flag from dying hands
To us to hold on high,
And never trail, or in Flanders' Field
In peace you could not lie.

Dear lads who gave your bright young lives,
Have we kept our sacred trust ?
You died that the flag you dearly loved
Should ne'er be trailed in dust.
But o'er our dear old Sunshine State,
In shame it must be said,
Old Glory's folds are daily lowered
For the Traitor's rag of Red.

r
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Let us be true to that sacred trust,
And guard the land we love;
Ba loyal to the Stars and Stripes,
Country, home, and God above.
Hats off to the flag of Democracy.
Rest in peace dear sainted dead,
For by our vite in "Nineteen Twenty"
We'll down the rag of Red.

I
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